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ABSTRACT
As robotic platforms are put to work in an ever more diverse array of environments,
their ability to deploy visuomotor capabilities without supervision is complicated
by the potential for unforeseen operating conditions. This is a particular challenge
within the domain of manipulation, where significant geometric, semantic, and
kinetic understanding across the space of possible manipulands is necessary to
allow effective interaction. To facilitate adoption of robotic platforms in such
environments, this work investigates the application of functional, or behavior level,
autonomy to the task of manipulation in uncertain environments. Three functional
autonomy techniques are presented to address subproblems within the domain.
The task of reactive selection between a set of actions that incur a probabilistic cost
to advance the same goal metric in the presence of an operator action preference
is formulated as the Obedient Multi-Armed Bandit (OMAB) problem, under the
purview of Reinforcement Learning. A policy for the problem is presented and
evaluated against a novel performance metric, disappointment (analogous to pro-
totypical MAB’s regret), in comparison to adaptations of existing MAB policies.
This is posed for both stationary and non-stationary cost distributions, within the
context of two example planetary exploration applications of multi-modal mobility,
and surface excavation.
Second, a computational model that derives semantic meaning from the outcome of
manipulation tasks is developed, which leverages physics simulation and clustering
to learn symbolic failure modes. A deep network extracts visual signatures for each
mode that may then guide failure recovery. The model is demonstrated through
application to the archetypal manipulation task of placing objects into a container,
as well as stacking of cuboids, and evaluated against both synthetic verification sets
and real depth images.
Third, an approach is presented for visual estimation of the minimum magnitude
grasping wrench necessary to extract massive objects from an unstructured pile,
subject to a given end effector’s grasping limits, that is formulated for each object as
a “wrench space stictionmanifold”. Properties are estimated from segmentedRGBD
point clouds, and a geometric adjacency graph used to infer incident wrenches upon
each object, allowing candidate extraction object/force-vector pairs to be selected
from the pile that are likely to be within the system’s capability.
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C h a p t e r 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation: Autonomy in Uncertain Environments
Autonomy within robotics has made steady progress over the past few decades, as
advances in both sensing technologies, and computational capability, have enabled
ever more complete representations of the world to be formulated. This has, in turn,
allowed increasingly complex behaviors to be realized, ranging from spot welding
with articulated arms in vehicle assembly [140] (Figure 1.1a), to vacuuming in the
home [62] (Figure 1.1b).
Despite these advances, however, conventional robots are typically restricted to
operating in structured environments, where the complexity of the scenes they must
interpret is limited. Automotive factory floors are precisely configured, such that a
target task will consistently be placed in an exact position relative to an arm, with
no humans in proximity [124]; while autonomous vacuums only operate in confined
regions of 2D surfaces, and may be tripped up by as little as an errant cable lying
on the floor.
(a) Automotive manufacturing (b) Home vacuuming
Figure 1.1: Structured operating environments robots have been deployed
For robots to operate in more complex environments they need to be capable of
functional autonomy, which refers to the ability to intelligently perceive, deliberate,
and execute tasks at the behavior level. Functional autonomy attempts to enable
an agent to account for unexpected geometry, configurations, circumstances, and
disturbances, while achieving a task as efficiently as it is capable.
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Some of the most rapidly advancing technology in this field can be found in the
autonomous car industry, where functional autonomy describeswhat is designated as
SAE Level 4 (High Autonomy) meaning a vehicle may independently operate across
the majority of environments that can reasonably be expected to be encountered.
Despite the huge development effort behind these platforms, regulatory authorities
have not yet been convinced of their efficacy and safety, demonstrating that the
problem is not yet considered solved.
(a) Extraplanetary explo-
ration
(b) Home assistance (c) Military deployment
Figure 1.2: Potential future applications of functional autonomy
Recent years have seen increased interest in exploration of solar system bodies more
distant than Mars (such as Europa in Figure 1.2a), where round trip communication
latency can be up to 2 hours, and batteries are only expected to last for 11 days of
operation, meaning the current NASAmodus operandi of always having an operator
in the loop severely restricts what these missions can achieve. Functional autonomy
would allow systems tomake their own task level decisions and achievemuch greater
science return than would be possible in a paradigm which must wait for operator
input.
There is an aggressive push within industry to place robots in the home, where little
or no operator input can be expected, and yet the home robot may encounter a huge
range of objects and task configurations (Figure 1.2b).
The military has also been investing in ways to get robots out into the field, with
programs such as the Army Research Lab’s Robotics Collaborative Technology
Alliance (RCTA) seeking to advance technologies to the point that platforms can be
fielded as “team members rather than tools” (Figure 1.2c).
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(a) Egressing human vehicle (b) Operating valves and other mechanisms
Figure 1.3: RoboSimian competing in DARPA Robotics Challenge
From 2012-2015, the DARPA Robotics Challenge (DRC) sought to advance capa-
bilities of semi-autonomous platforms in industrial settings inaccessible to humans,
such as immediately following the Fukushima nuclear disaster. NASA’s Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory (JPL), designed the RoboSimian platform to compete within this
competition (Figure 1.3), demonstrating the ability to drive and egress a human
scale vehicle, operate valves and other mechanisms, and complete a number of other
tasks [54, 65]. Despite several of the tasks using scripting to complete sequences
of component actions, significant operator input was required to guide both posi-
tioning of the task frame, and recovery from any failure conditions. An example
of the operator panel for the valve turning task can be seen in Figure 1.4. For
that reason, the systems in the competition were still considered to be teleoperated,
rather than capable of functional autonomy, meaning they could not be expected to
operate independently in the aforementioned scenarios. The RoboSimian platform,
and several of its derivatives, were later used in much of the work described within
this thesis. Further detail of their kinematics and operation are included in the
respective technical chapters.
An earlier competition, DARPAAutonomousRoboticManipulation (DARPAARM),
attempted to demonstrate independent autonomy within a restricted set of environ-
ments, some of which are pictured in Figure 1.5 [58]. The block placement task
relied on high contrast yellow blocks against a blue background, reducing the com-
plexity for the vision system, with no confounding objects. The wheel unbolting
and door opening tasks relied upon a priori models of their task space, allowing
precise motion patterns to be pre-configured and exteroceptive input to be matched
to geometric models. While these demonstrated capabilities were impressive, they
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Figure 1.4: Operator panel used during DRC trials for valve turning task
may not transfer to uncertain and unstructured environments, with little to no a
priorimodels, that would be encountered out in the wider world (or a different one).
(a) Block placement
(b) Wheel unbolting
(c) Door opening
Figure 1.5: DARPA Autonomous Robotic Manipulation Challenges
These competitions have markedly advanced the complexity of tasks that robotic
platforms have been able to achieve autonomously, but demonstrate that there is
still significant work to be done before they will be capable of operating without
supervision in uncertain and unstructured environments.
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1.2 Problem Statement
The aim of this work is to advance the ability of robotic manipulation platforms to
operate in environments with uncertainty, which may be caused by lack of a priori
models, non-stationarity of internal and external conditions, or latent environmental
structure beyond a robot system’s ability to exteroceptively perceive and understand.
This thesis examines three sub-areas of this problem, which are detailed below.
Reactive Discrete Operating Mode Selection
As robots are sent into progressively more complex environments, ensuring their
ability to operate despite changing or poorly characterized environmental conditions
at times necessitates equipping them with multiple operating modalities to achieve
the same task.
An example of this is the extraplanetary mobility presently being investigated by
a team at JPL [111], where different means of surface traversal may be needed to
account for the variety of terrain that may be encountered in off-Earth deployments.
Past NASA missions have also employed alternating means of locomotion, such as
the Spirit rover which had its front right wheel cease motion 2 years into operation,
requiring the operations team to drive the platform backwards [80].
At the same time, interest is shifting towards more far flung celestial bodies, such as
Europa and Enceladus, where surface conditions can only be roughly approximated
with present data [22, 86], and round trip communication time with Earth can be up
to two hours.
Mission time for a lander on Europa or Enceladus is projected to be on the order
of 11 days, due to lack of sufficient solar energy or a Radioisotope Thermoelectric
Generator, meaning that science yield will be directly dependent on the speed of op-
eration. Coupled with the significant round trip delay time, and minimal bandwidth
to send back diagnostic data, future missions may need the ability to intelligently
select between pre-designed operating modes in response to the conditions they en-
counter. This is a significant deviance from historical operating procedure for Mars
missions, for example, where every component action is sequenced and evaluated
by ground-staff, before upload to the remote platform.
The goal of this work is to formulate an algorithm for reactive mode switching in
response to task efficiency metrics, while adhering to NASA doctrines for extra-
planetary systems that require commands to be uploaded at intervals in sequences,
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so as to remain palatable to mission designers.
Semantic Task Outcome Classification
Beyond the many challenges of synthesizing grasps and manipulating objects in
uncertain environments, the ability to assess the outcome of a task execution can
also prove complicated. This is particularly true when lack of a priori models
makes it difficult to apply traditional visual pose recovery techniques to objects of
interest within a scene, or when target manipulands (objects being manipulated) are
deformable.
Recent advances in Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have shown them ca-
pable of capturing contextual and relational information within a scene, much as is
needed to discern the outcome of a given task conducted by a robotic agent. The
challenge in their use is that they require vast amounts of data to train the weights of
the network, on the order of tens of thousands of images. This necessitates laborious
collection of images, or sourcing of suitable datasets from online resources which
may not be able to provide the volume necessary to train a particular task. Synthetic
RGB images have been used to train CNNs, but typically fail to transfer well to in-
ference on real images, due to the difficulty of rendering photorealistic datasets. By
contrast, the depth maps produced by cameras such as the Microsoft Kinect, or the
Intel RealSense, are far easier to simulate, and past work has shown models trained
on synthetic images can produce models capable of accurate classification on real
datasets. This enables the use of physics simulations to both discover and generate
synthetic depth maps of various task outcome modalities for selected archetypal
robotic tasks.
The goal of this work is to demonstrate a depth based task outcome classification
model that is capable of differentiating between success and distinct failure modes
discovered autonomously in simulations of representative manipulation tasks.
Forceful Manipulation in Clutter
In order for robotic agents to interact with the wide range of object configurations
theymay expect to encounter in a unconstrained environments, theymustmanage the
problem of lifting manipulands whose weight or bulk might exceed the capabilities
of the system. This may occur, for example, when lifting an object that is of
manageable mass in isolation, but is subject to restraining forces imparted upon
it via contacts with other objects within a pile structure. These may include the
effect of these incident objects mass, as well as frictional forces induced during the
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dynamic act of dislodging the candidate object for removal.
individual objects lying incident upon one another pose a combined mass
While prior art has looked at means of synthesizing grasps on previously unseen
objects, emphasis has not been placed on the mass and configuration of such ob-
jects; in particular, how they impact the effort necessary for a system to extract or
manipulate a component of it.
Even the most advanced sensing methods presently available within robotics expe-
rience a fair amount of noise, and the incomplete information they furnish produces
significant uncertainty in the representation of a scene. If noisy exteroception (ex-
ternal perception) is used to select a candidate object for manipulation, yet moving it
exceeds the capability of the system, this proprioceptive (internal/self) information
should be used to update the understanding of the scene.
The goal of this portion of the work is to formulate a probabilistic representation of
the forces restraining candidate manipulands, that is capable of incorporating noisy
measurements from different modalities. This formulation will then be investigated
for suitability in selecting grasp regions from unstructured piles of objects that are
within the limitations of the system, so that grasps synthesized on these regions are
more likely to succeed at composite tasks such as deconstructing a pile of massive
and/or interlocked objects.
1.3 Review of Existing Work
Functional Autonomy
As the range of complex tasks for which robotic platforms have been designed
has burgeoned, so too has the variety of reasoning methods used to imbue them
with the ability to act autonomously. While the field of Artificial Intelligence as
progressed independently for the past few decades, wider availability of platforms
with advanced sensorimotor capabilities has seen renewed interest in applying its
teachings to robotics [59].
The problem of planning may be the most common type of autonomy, and encom-
passes many task spaces including motion, perception, navigation, manipulation,
and communication, among others. While some recent efforts have attempted to
formulate domain independent planning schemes with a view to executing complex
multi-domain tasks, these are still predominantly addressed using domain specific
solutions [45].
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As autonomous robotic systems are deployed into increasingly uncertain and dy-
namic environments, the incidence of task failures is only going to increase while
sensing and reasoning remain fallible. The robotics field has attempted to address
what is typically termed fault diagnosis and recovery (FDR), but this increase in
likelihood of failure has merited renewed research interest in recent years. Other
fields, however, such as that of industrial automation, has a longer history of fruit-
ful research on what they term execution monitoring, which may be able to guide
robotics in years to come [106].
One key focus area of high-level autonomy research is the formulation of system
level goals, one level above that of functional autonomy. This includes the ability to
explicitly express goals, automatically formulate them in response to outside stimuli,
and manage them dynamically [136]. This capability is crucial to the execution of
compound tasks, and allows an agent to intelligently select between component
behaviors, such as might be individually managed with functional autonomy.
The analysis of task/behaviour spaces has occurred in parallel across several fields,
including computer vision, robotics, and AI; particularly with the advance of imi-
tation learning techniques that seek to replicate tasks carried out by example agents
through observation [72]. Some of this work has been informed by neurobiological
research investigating the links between visual analysis and motor representation in
the nervous system [114]. Robust action representation and recognition allows a
system to interact more readily with other agents, be they organic or machine, and
will likely prove critical in both high-level and functional/behavior level autonomy
in coming years. A common example of this comes as certain areas of industry seek
to deploy robots within human-collaborative environments, such as workplaces and
homes. As a result of the added complexity of planning within the safety constraints
imposed by proximity of delicate humans, the subject of human-aware navigation
has seen an increased emphasis in research [73].
In order for modern robotics platforms to leverage in real time the breadth of
sensing and actuation technologies available to them, their architectures have become
increasingly complex. Selection and design of such architectures suffers from
competing design goals, in particular modularity and hierarchy, and trade-offs can
have significant impact on the resultant behavior and capability of an autonomous
system [68].
Perhaps the ultimate recent example of functional autonomy deployed on robotic
platforms with limited operator access or communication is that of extraterrestrial
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rovers, as sent primarily to Mars and the moon. Minimal communication bandwidth
has meant these platforms need to be capable of long distance traversal through
terrain not previously seen by operators, in order to produce greater science yield than
can be had by navigating purely by direct observation of operators [139]. As space
agencies look towards exploring more remote regions of the solar system, where
communication is further reduced and missions’ duration likely shorter, the need
for functional autonomy in both navigation and invasive interaction is increasing.
Reactive Discrete Operating Mode Selection
Much of themodern research into autonomy falls under the domain ofmachine learn-
ing, and a subfield of this that has become increasingly common within robotics
in recent years is that of Reinforcement Learning (RL), which focuses on in-situ
learning from experience. Reinforcement learning derives its origins from two dis-
tinct research fields, optimal control theory, and biological trial-and-error learning,
which were brought together in the 1980s [128]. The origins of optimal control stem
from work in the 19th century by Hamilton [50] and Jacobi [60], whose eponymous
equation was extended by Bellman to produce a necessary and sufficient condition
for a given controller to be optimal with respect to a selected objective function. The
term “Dynamic Programming” was coined to describe the class of methods capable
of solving the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation [10]. Bellman also demonstrated
the use of discrete time stochastic processes in optimal control, commonly formu-
lated as Markov Decision Processes (MDP) [11]. The MDP formalism originates
from the concept of a Markov Chain, first postulated by the Russian mathematician
Andrey Markov [89], where each state transition in a sequence of actions satisfies
the Markov Property [90].
One of the earliest connections between optimal control and learning came from
Werbos, who proposed a concept called “heuristic dynamic programming”, applied
to the problem of pattern recognition in weather forecasting that was treated as a
system (appendix of [145]). Following thiswork,Werbos became a proponent for the
use of dynamic programming to understand cognitive function in mammals [146].
Modern Reinforcement Learning is frequently posed using the MDP formalism,
with perhaps the earliest learning example coming by Watkins in his 1989 thesis
“Learning from Delayed Rewards” [142]. This was then demonstrated through the
“Q-learning” theorem, a means for agents to learn to act optimally in Markovian
domains [143]. Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis later extended this notion by explicitly
incorporating neural networks into dynamic programming [13], to create what they
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termed “Neuro-Dynamic Programming”.
The RL field rapidly branched out into a variety of approaches to suit different prob-
lem constraints, but they may broadly be broken into subgroups by the observability
of problem states, being fully or partially observable, or alternatively unobservable.
Fully or partially observable state space method may then be further subdivided by
their temporal representation, being either discrete, continuous, or tabular [128].
Tabular methods address problems where the dimensionality of potential state and
action spaces are small enough that approximate value functions may be repre-
sented in arrays rather than calculated [63]. They have included Q-Learning from
the Bellman equation [31], Temporal Difference algorithms such as State-Action-
Reward-State-Action (SARSA) [118], and Monte Carlo algorithms [130]. Discrete
time methods determine the next action step at discrete points in time without use
of a lookup table, and have similarly employed Q-Learning, as well as Deep Q
Networks (DQN) [96]. Continuous action learning generalizes some these concepts
to continuous time, with examples including Deterministic Policy Gradient (DPG)
[125], and William’s REINFORCE algorithm [148].
Of greater relevance to this thesis are problems where the states of a problem space
are unobservable to the agent, such that only a limited reward variable is available to
infer the outcome of an action. One primary means of formulation for unobservable
states, following on from theMDP, is that of the HiddenMarkovModel (HMM), the
earliest description of which comes from Baum et al. [8]. Some early applications of
the HMM included speech recognition [61, 109], and, more recently, extensive use
in the analysis of sections of biological DNA sequences [16, 38]. A selection of the
problems the model has been applied to seek to infer the hidden internal states from
the observable reward, and techniques addressing this include the Baum–Welch
algorithm [7] (otherwise known as forward-backward), and the Viterbi algorithm,
originally developed to decode convolutional codes in telecommunications [138].
By contrast, the problems in this thesis chapter are characterized by the hidden
internal states that are of negligible importance compared to the optimization of the
observable outcome. In particular, those where finite resources must be allocated
between a discrete set of actions in order to optimize a given outcome, where param-
eters of each action are not, or poorly, characterized a priori. This is an archetypal
example of the “explore exploit” tradeoff problem within the field of learning, and
is typically modelled with Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) theory, or K-armed bandit
theory, in reference to a set of “one-armed bandit” slot machines with probabilistic
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outcomes at gambling establishments. Early work on the prototypical form the
problem focused on producing strategies for an optimal rate of convergence to the
action with the highest mean outcome, with Lai and Robbins demonstrating a solu-
tion for populations with univariate density functions in 1985 [75]. Katehakis and
Robbins then provided a proof for the case of normal populations with known vari-
ance [66], followed shortly thereafter by a solution for non-parametric distributions
from Burnetas and Robbins [25].
Various methods to find approximate solutions to the MAB problem have also
been investigated. A seminal advance was the ε-greedy algorithm, where a scalar
parameter determines a static rate of exploration [142]. Some groups investigated
pure exploration [23], but most techniques beyond moved to temporal dependence,
such as the ε-first algorithm, where a scalar parameter directs a single transition
from exploration to exploitation in a finite set of actions [132]. Another example
comes from Cesa-Bianchi, who proposed the ε-decreasing algorithm, that varies its
ε parameter as a function of iteration, so as to transition from early exploration to
later exploitation [27]. Other groups employed adaptive methods, such as Tokic’s
“Value-Difference Based Exploration”, which varies the ε parameter as a function
of the agent’s uncertainty about the environment, using temporal-difference error
[131].
A particularly relevant offshoot of MAB theory is that of Contextual Multi-Armed
Bandit theory, which seeks to bridge MAB theory and full Reinforcement Learning
by introducing an observable state, outside of the pure reward distribution. One
of the earliest examples comes from Wang et al. 2005, who proposed allowing
an agent to observe a random variable that contains some correlation with the
reward before each decision point [141]. Langford and Zhang developed this further
into their Epoch-greedy algorithm, and demonstrated its application to matching
internet based ads with users [76], which has since become a key focus of the
Contextual MAB field. The contextual dependency between arms of the “bandit”
was investigated by Pandey et al. [102], who propose an optimal MDP-based policy
in the discounted reward case. Lu, Pal, and Pal investigated lower regret bounds for
contextual MAB as a function of dimensions of the information space, again applied
to the problem of maximizing internet ad revenue from viewers [85]. For a more
extensive review of the contextual MAB field the reader is directed to Zhou 2015
[151].
A key assumption within most of the above works is that of stationarity of the under-
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lying distributions of the systems being explored, and proven optimal policies were
premised on this assumption. The limitations of existing strategies was identified in
[6], where Auer et al. proposed the “UCB1” bandit algorithm where regret grows
at most logarithmically, but it wasn’t until 2006 that an approach to non-stationarity
within the MAB formulation was proposed by Kocsis and Szepesvári, who in-
vestigated the performance of an Upper Confidence Bound (UCB) policy when
relaxing the stationarity assumption [67], that was originally proposed by Agrawal
[1]. Garivier and Moulines followed on from this earlier work by analyzing both
discounted and sliding-window UCB, establishing upper bounds on the expected
regret via the number of times a suboptimal arm is played [44]. In the same year,
Alaya-Feki et al. showed that a MAB could be applied to the non-stationary problem
of Dynamic Spectrum Access in telecommunications [3]. Burtini et al. combined
the concept of contextual MAB with the relaxation of stationarity, to propose a
weighted least squares technique for optimization of web advertising among drift-
ing interests within the target base [26]. The ability to incorporate knowledge of the
trendwithin underlying distribution drift was contributed by Bouneffouf and Féraud,
who presented an algorithm named Adjusted Upper Confidence Bound (A-UCB),
motivated by web based problems such as individual music recommendation with
the context of general population scale trends [21].
While much of the research inMulti-Armed Bandit theory has focused on predicting
consumer demand trends, it has also seen application within the field of robotics,
along with a range of other Reinforcement Learning algorithms. Kroemer, Detry,
Piater, and Peters applied UCB methods to the problem of selecting grasps posed as
a continuum-armed bandit to address the uncertainty in the high-dimensional grasp
space [71]. More recent examples of MAB theory in grasping include Dex-Net 1.0
fromMahler et al. [88], and in 2D grasping from Laskey et al. [77]. The problem of
selecting between pre-programmed state-machines within a library was investigated
by Matikainen et al. [91], with the motivating example of vacuuming the floor on
a room with unknown layout necessitating different coverage techniques. Pini et
al. applied existing MAB algorithms (including ad-hoc, UCB, and ε-greedy) to the
issue of task partitioning with swarms of robot agents [108]. Koval et al. posed
the selection from a finite set of object rearrangement trajectories within an MAB
formulation [69]. Human Robot Interaction (HRI) has also been approached in this
way, when Leite proposed selecting actions for an empathetic robot based on the
observed responses of a human user, to maximize social connection [81].
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Semantic Task Outcome Classification
Visual classification has long been studied under the auspices of machine learning.
Much of the early work on machine learning focused on the emulation of biological
organism’s capability for reasoning, such as described in Hebb’s 1949 book The
Organization of Behavior [53], which presents theories on the structure of commu-
nication between neurons. Some researchers, such as A.L. Samnuel from IBM who
coined the phrase Machine Learning, investigated the application of this machine
reasoning to games of logic, in the case of Samuel being checkers [120]. Still other
groups focused on the promise of automated machine perception, perhaps easrliest
among them being Rosenblatt, who conceived of the Perceptron, a machine intended
to be capable of recognizing patterns in a similar fashion to that of the neural cortex
in biology [116]. While Rosenblatt did not succeed in recognizing faces as was the
desired outcome, the stage was set for later work, wielding far greater computational
power, to do so. For the next few decades, many efforts then aimed towards explicit
pattern classification, such as that of the nearest neighbor rule proposed by Cover
and Hart [30].
One key concept leading to modern neuromimetic pattern recognition algorithms
was the extension of the perceptron model to include multiple hidden layers. A chief
example comes fromFukushimawho conceived of theNeocognitron, amulti-hidden
layer network thatwas invariant to positional shiftwithin an input image [43]. Also of
relevance was the development of backpropagation, popularized by Rumelhart et al.
[117], which allowedmulti-layer networks to adjust their hidden layers in response to
new training data in what is termed the “backward propagation of errors”. This was
applied successfully to a number of problems, perhaps most influentially by LeCun
et al. who demonstrated backpropagation to be an effective gradient-based learning
technique [78] as applied to handwritten character recognition with their model
LeNet5 [79]. This concept was generalized in the 2003 book “Hierarchical neural
networks for image interpretation” [9], but did not see much further development in
the early 2000s, until the advent of internet accessible image databases frommodern,
cheap cameras, coupled with the rapid increase in parallel computing capabilities
within processors.
Not until 2012 did the field of deep learning for pattern recognition, in particu-
lar Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), take prime focus, when Krizhevsky,
Sutskever, and Hinton released their AlexNet model [70] that far surpassed the ex-
isting state of the art classification of the ImageNet benchmarking database [32].
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Research then rapidly accelerated, with all manner of variations on previous models
being explored, such as the use of smaller convolutional units with deeper layers
from Simonyan and Zisserman [126]. He et al. later proposed the use of feeding
forward outputs from earlier layers to be combined with later layers in a network in
a model they termed ResNet, or Residual Network [52], which some describe as a
“Network within network”, and showed marked improvements in classification ac-
curacy. The majority of modern networks are based off these and other architectures
and sub-architectures, including those found in this thesis.
Forceful Manipulation in Clutter
Grasp selection in unstructured environments has proven a challenging task, and is
complicated further when lacking a priori knowledge of manipuland shape and its
mass properties.
Much of the earliest research on manipulation focused on grasp synthesis; the prob-
lem of finding a single or set of hand configurations that suitably constrain a target
object relative to the agent, subject to any manipulation task specific constraints.
Any advanced interaction with an environment first requires suitable contact to
be made, for which reason, robust grasping is a pivotal concern for autonomous
robotics, and has therefore seen many different approaches developed. While this
thesis addresses the selection of object candidates for grasping, the generation of
grasps on previously unseen objects experiences similar challenges in the need to
predict resultant wrenches from what is frequently incomplete geometric informa-
tion. Means of grasp synthesis have historically been divided into two camps;
that of explicit analytical representations, and more recent data-driven or empirical
approaches [18].
Analytic approaches typically focus upon representation of the ability of a given
end effector to both restrain, and manipulate, objects relative to a wrist or palm
[14]. Restraint of a manipuland is characterized by the closure properties of a grasp,
comprised of a set contacts, often modelled as points that are either frictionless,
frictional, or soft. Perhaps the most important concept within deterministic analysis
is that of grasp force or wrench closure, where contact forces can counteract all
other external forces such as gravity. While Reuleaux analyzed efficacy of fixtures
and jigs in 1875 [113], it was Salisbury and Roth that showed that a grasp may
be considered stable when the stiffness matrix that characterizes the contacts is
positive definite [119]. Nguyen postulated that a grasp could be considered force
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closed if and only if it is in equilibrium for any arbitrary wrench [100], which can
necessitate arbitrarily high normal contact forces [74]. A stronger condition is that
of form closure, described by Trickle as existing if and only if it is force closed
with frictionless contacts [133]. The ability to achieve these conditions on general
geometries, as should be considered in object agnostic grasping, was investigated
by Mishra, Schwartz, and Sharir who were the first to find an upper bound on the
frictionless contacts needed to achieve form closure on general 3D objects with
piecewise smooth boundaries [95].
Up until the turn of the millennium, the majority of grasping research focused on
robotic grasping centered around model-based and mechanics-based approaches
[18], at which point a shift towards empirical or data-driven methods occurred. This
may have been in part due to the rapid progression of computational power available
to research labs, as well as the emergence of the simulation platform Graspit! [94].
Empirical approaches initially used classical metrics derived from analytical formu-
lations such as the ε-metric proposed by Ferrari and Canny [41]. While this was
mathematically rigorous, and tied in with with prior art, recent papers have found
these grasp success metrics do not transfer well from simulation to the real world
[144], due to their fragility [35]. A number of research groups then pivoted towards
using learning techniques to teach suitable grasping through experience. One sem-
inal example came from Saxena et al. who skipped building 3D representations of
objects altogether, opting instead to learn to identify workable grasp points from two
monocular images taken at different points of view, demonstrating the ability to find
viable grasps on novel objects [122]. Bone, Lambert, & Edwards used both camera
and laser-on-wrist sensing to capture multiple images of a candidate object from
different points of view, and compose a geometric and color space representation
of points [19]. At this point, the advent of structured light depth sensors, such as
the low price Microsoft Kinect, caused a shift towards use of this modality, which
afforded great density of geometric information and were simple to deploy. Bohg et
al. divide data-driven grasp synthesis approaches into known, familiar, and unknown
objects; all three of which must be accounted for if designing a truly object agnostic
algorithm [18]. On the topic of unknown objects, they further divide methods into
those that 1) approximate the full shape of an object, 2) methods that generate grasps
based on low-level features and a set of heuristics, and 3) methods that rely mostly on
the global shape of the partially observed object hypothesis. This provides valuable
insight into the techniques that have proven fruitful in planning with incomplete
geometric, and little to no a priori, information. Bohg and Kragic themselves ap-
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plied supervised learning to prototypical grasp points on example objects using the
concept of shape context and then tested their transfer to novel objects [17].
One mathematical structure that has seen some recent use in modelling the uncer-
tainty of geometric representation of manipulands is that of a Gaussian Process
(GP), which generalizes the scalar normal distribution to a collection of variables,
such as may describe a manifold [110]. This may be combined with the formulation
of an implicit surface, first proposed in 1999 by Turk and O’Brien [135], where the
0-level set of an N dimensional potential field describes the surface of an object in N
dimensions. Dragiev et al. employed a Gaussian Process Implicit Surface (GPIS) to
represent the geometry of a manipuland [36, 37]. They also define an implicit shape
field as the negative gradient of the implicit shape potential, which captures the
expected normal direction of the surface. Ottenhaus et al. then demonstrated how a
GPIS could be used to capture sparse haptic information when representing objects
explored through proprioception [101]. The concept was adapted by Li et al. to
employ a thin plate covariance function as it was shown to have preferable behavior
at boundaries of the object [83]. Burkhardt et al. used proprioception to infer object
mass then applied this thin plate GPIS surface representation to plan grasp points
for a second end effector in dual arm manipulation to equitably distribute wrench
between the platform’s arms [24].
Whilemany of the aboveworks have addressed a variety ofmeans of grasp synthesis,
largely agnostic to considerations beyond force or form closure (be it analytical or
empirical), attention has more recently turned toward selection of grasp regions,
with suitability to particular tasks or affordances. An affordance may be informally
considered as an ‘opportunity for action’, as were first proposed by psychologist J.J.
Gibson in 1966 [46], and are used to describe the actions an agent may take with
a given object or environment. They have been employed in the study of robotic
traversal and object avoidance, grasping, and object manipulation [56]. One of the
first to combine higher level reasoning with lower-level geometric planning were
Antanas et al., who proposed using symbolic object parts to semantically reason
about pre-grasp configurations for particular tasks [4]. Detry, Papon, and Matthies
then presented a model that computes a distribution of geometrically compatible 6D
grasp poses from a depth map, and then applies a CNN-based semantic model to
select those configurationally compatible with a given task [34]. The selection of
grasp type and location during a handover task were also recently investigated by
Cini et al., who had human subjects pass and receive a range of objects [28].
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Much of the study of manipulation affordances has emphasized grasp selection re-
spective of the end-goal of composite or collaborative tasks, such as handing over
an object to another agent, or pouring from a container [34]. In unconstrained envi-
ronments, where the mass of potential manipulands may vary greatly, the affordance
of lifting may arguably be considered more important, as inability to lift an object
typically precludes any other action. Some early works applied pure proprioception
to identify the center of mass (COM) of an object in-hand [5], but there has been
little use of exteroceptive sensing means to predict and inform this process. One
example is found from Kanoulas et al., who address the question of wrench mini-
mizing grasp selection on a single object by exteroceptively predicting the COM and
then iteratively lifting and updating the estimate with wrist torque measurements
[64].
Unconstrained manipulation environments are commonly cluttered, with many po-
tentially graspable or confounding objects present within a scene. Much focus has
been placed on this problem within the context of the ‘Amazon picking challenge’,
which sought to advance logistics technology capable of sorting through heteroge-
neous boxes of consumer items. One of the key takeaways from early iterations of
the challenge was the importance of combining reactive control with deliberative
planning [29]. Development by various teams led to the demonstration of the ability
to recognize and grasp both known and novel objects in cluttered environments
[149], though these operate with manipulands well within the grasping system’s
capability. Earlier work from Boularias, Bagnell, and Stentz used reinforcement
learning to sequentially select pushing and grasping actions in order to remove
rubble from a pile [20].
1.4 Structure of the Thesis
Chapter 2 describes the preliminaries of the mathematics for the following chapters.
Chapter 3 lays out a Reinforcement Learning formulation that allows an agent to
select between a discrete set of operating modes, in response to both changing
environmental and intrinsic efficiency, while attempting to adhere to direction from
an operator. Chapter 4 describes a method for synthetic generation of data to
train depth CNN models for differentiating the outcomes of manipulation tasks.
Chapter 5 details a model for representing the forces restraining massive objects in
piles to enable sequencing of forceful manipulation actions. Chapter 6 summarizes
the conclusions of each chapter, and suggests future avenues of work that could be
explored.
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C h a p t e r 2
BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARIES
This chapter introduces the mathematical background and some algorithmic func-
tions utilized in later chapters.
2.1 Homogeneous Transforms &Wrench Space
This section reviews the basics of representing homogeneous transformations, used
to describe relative poses in two or three dimensions, common across all chapters
of the thesis. It also describes the “wrench” representation of forces and torques
within two and three dimensions, along with means of manipulating them, including
transformation between different references frames. Definitions follow those from
Murray, Li, Sastry [98], and are noted in the three dimensional case.
The specification of a position within three dimensions, (q1, q2, q3) ∈ R3, is repre-
sented in homogeneous coordinates in R4 as
q̄ =

q1
q2
q3
1

. (2.1)
Such a point may be subjected to an affine transform, a linear mapping preserving
straight lines and planes, from coordinate frame A to coordinate frame B. This
homogeneous transformation is parameterized by a vector describing the position
of the origin of frame B relative to the origin of frame A, pab ∈ R3, and a rotation
matrix describing the orientation of frame B relative to frame A from the special
orthogonal group, Rab ∈ SO(3). The resulting configuration space is denoted the
Special Euclidean Group, given by
SE(3) B {(p, R) : p ∈ R3, R ∈ SO(3)} = R3 × SO(3) . (2.2)
Given a point q denoted qa ∈ R3 in coordinate frame A, and qb ∈ R3 in coordinate
frame B, we may transform between these two representations via
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qa = pab + Rabqb . (2.3)
This transformation may be constructed in the homogeneous representation, which
allows associative composition of transformations through matrix multiplication, as
well as inversion to enable inverse transformations
gab B
[
Rab qab
0 1
]
∈ SE(3) . (2.4)
A point in homogeneous coordinates may then be transformed between coordinate
frames throughmultiplicationwith the homogeneous transformationmatrix between
those frames
q̄a = gabq̄b ,where q̄a, q̄b ∈ R4 . (2.5)
The effect of a generalized force acting on a rigid body may be decomposed into the
linear component as a pure force, and the angular component as a pure moment, act-
ing on a point in a given reference frame. This generalized force may be represented
via a vector in R6, termed a wrench, given as
W =
[
f
τ
]
f ∈ R3
τ ∈ R3
pure force
pure moment
(2.6)
In this thesis, a wrench is denoted with a subscript describing the coordinate frame
within which it is described, and a superscript (if present) giving a contextual name,
such as
W AB B Wrench named A in coordinate frame B (2.7)
A wrench defined at a given point may be said to be equivalent to a wrench defined
at a different point if they produce the same net work for every possible rigid body
motion, allowing wrenches to be rewritten relative to a different coordinate frames.
This wrench translation between frames makes use of the adjoint transformation,
which operates on the wrench dual space of twists, that describes rigid body veloci-
ties, and are also represented in R6, whereˆis the isomorphism from R3 to 3x3 skew
symmetric matrices [98]. The adjoint transformation for twists is constructed as
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Adgab B
[
Rab q̂abRab
0 Rab
]
, (2.8)
Given a homogeneous transform between frames A and B, gab ∈ SE(3), a wrench
described in frame B may be transformed into frame A via the dual of the adjoint
transformation, being the transpose
Wa = AdTgab .Wb (2.9)
2.2 Multi-Armed Bandit Theory
The explore-exploit problem of multi-armed bandit theory seeks to optimize an
outcome over a sequence of actions, where each action returns some stochastic
reward from an unknown underlying distribution. It may be considered a one-state
Markov decision process, and is a subset of the Reinforcement Learning field. The
work in this thesis focuses on the discrete case of action selection, and formulations
will be posed as such, following [137].
Actions are drawn from K ∈ N+ options, or arms in the slot machine analogy,
with each possessing an associated reward likelihood drawn from a real distribution,
represented as a set of distributions, B, where
B B {R1, . . . , RK} . (2.10)
Each of these real distributions possesses amean, denoted µi B E[Ri]. The objective
ofmostMABalgorithms is tominimize the regret, ρ, which is the difference between
the reward per trial, r̂t , accumulated over some number of trialsT , and the maximum
possible mean reward that could have been collected by sampling purely from the
optimal option, if it were known
µ∗ = max
k
{µk} , (2.11)
ρ B T µ∗ −
T∑
t=1
r̂t . (2.12)
A strategy, or policy, is termed to have zero-regret when, as the number of rounds
played tends to infinity T −→ ∞, the average regret per round tends to zero ρ/T −→ 0.
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Such an outcome demonstrates that a given strategy eventually converges to the
optimal action/arm in the case case of stationary reward distributions.
2.3 Convolutional Neural Networks
A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), or ConvNet, is a class of deep neural
network, or feedforward neural network, within the field of deep learning, used ex-
tensively in recent times in the analysis of visual information. Deep neural networks
attempt to represent complex functions by feeding input variables through a set of
weights/activations to predict an output, being distinct from regular neural networks
in that they may contain “hidden” layers, between the input and output layer, as
seen in Figure 2.1a. Work in the field of physiology found neurons in the the visual
cortex of cats and monkeys would respond to small regions of the receptive field, ef-
fectively biological convolution [57]. This concept was adopted in the development
of the “neocognitron”, which introduced convolutional and downsampling layers to
the multi-layered neural network paradigm [43]. Convolution allowed the capture
of features in “shift invariant” fashion, as the weights of a kernel are shared across
an entire layer, as seen in Figure 2.1b.
(a) Deep neural network
with one hidden layer
(b) An example of 2-D convolution layer
Figure 2.1: Example deep neural network architectures [47]
Many other varieties of network-architectures and processing functions have since
been introduced, including rectification (such as Rectified Linear Units), average/-
max pooling layers, fully connected layers, dropout layers, which have contributed
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to network’s ability to accurately classify spatial information across a range of
modalities. The reader is directed towards [47] for further detail.
2.4 Gaussian Process Implicit Surfaces
AGaussian Process is a collection of randomvariables indexed in either time or space
(a stochastic process), such that every finite linear combination of those variables
is Gaussian distributed, otherwise known as a multivariate normal distribution. For
example, in the discrete time case, a stochastic process Xt ; t ∈ T is Gaussian if and
only if for every finite set of indices t1, . . . , tk ∈ T the vector Xt1···tk = (Xt1, . . . , Xtk )
is a multivariate Gaussian random variable. This allows a GP to be considered a
distribution over functions, which is fully specified by its mean function m(x) and
covariance function k(x, x′), constructed by [147] as
m(x) = E
[
f (x)
]
, (2.13)
k(x, x′) = E
[
f (x − m(x)) f (x′ − m(x′))
]
, (2.14)
f (x) ∼ GP(m(x), k(x, x′)) . (2.15)
Figure 2.2: Left: Four 1D functions drawn from a prior Gaussian distribution, with
the shaded region depicting twice the standard deviation of the distribution; Right:
Posterior distribution after two data points are added, with dotted lines drawn from
distribution about the mean solid line, with variance collapsed about the new points
[147]
Gaussian processes are data-driven, and allow a user to select a covariance function
that suitably represents the smoothness of the data (the correlation between proximal
data points) for a given training dataset, then produce a posterior distribution over
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the function’s value after introduction of a new data point (such as depicted in Figure
2.2).
Drawing on the description from [24], given a set of training dataD = {(xi, yi)}ni=1,
a posterior distribution of the update function when a new data point x∗ is introduced
is given by f (x∗) ∼ N( f̄∗, Σ∗) where
f̄∗ = kT∗ (K + σ2n I)−1y , (2.16)
Σ∗ = k(x∗, x∗) − kT∗ (K + σ2n I)−1k∗ , (2.17)
and k∗ = {k(xi, x∗)}ni=1, K ∈ R
n×n whose ith column is xi, y = {yi}ni=1, and σ
2
n is the
variance of the surface measurement [147].
A stochastic process, Gaussian or otherwise, may be generalized to higher dimen-
sions to allow representation of variables across multivariate spatial domains, such
as across a surface or through a volume. One example of this employed in this thesis
is that of a Gaussian Process Implicit Surface, which uses a potential field across
Rn+1 to represent a manifold in Rn, as suggested by [36]. Positive values within the
field represent the exterior of the manifold, and negative values the interior, allowing
the 0-level set of the potential function to implicitly describe the manifold, as seen
in Figure 2.3. A further use of this potential field is that the positive gradient at the
0-level set, ∇ f (x), predicts the normal of the manifold, as employed in Chapter 5.
Figure 2.3: Above left: Implicit representation of 1D object in [-2, 2]; Above right:
2D object described by the blue ellipse in the center of the plane; Below: Gaussian
Process Implicit Surface potential field definition [36]
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C h a p t e r 3
REACTIVE DISCRETE OPERATING MODE SELECTION
Introduction
One of the key challenges that complicates deployment of semi-autonomous rovers
to explore other bodies in the solar system is the lack of a priori knowledge on the
conditions within which they will required to operate. A prime example comes from
the icy Saturnian moon Enceladus, which has been found to harbor scientifically
significant conditions potentially conducive to life [93], though it has only been
observed through long distance imaging from flyby missions such as Cassini [22].
Visible wavelength imagery from these flybys attain resolutions of between 3m and
14km per pixel [115], while other sensingmodalities such as the Visible and Infrared
Mapping Spectrometer can be in the order of kilometers [22].
Figure 3.1: Left: JPL’s RoboSimian platform traversing rough Europa analog ter-
rain in Death Valley, CA [111]. The platform possesses a total of 32 Degrees of
Freedom (DoFs), spread across four articulated limbs with wheels at the distal joint.
Right: JPL’s SURROGATE platform executing a “sweeping” excavation mode on
regolith simulant with a multi-tool mounted on 7 DoF limb.
This creates a significant challenge in characterizing the surface conditions that
a robotic mission may encounter, both in topography and terramechanics. One
approach to address the uncertainty is to equip platforms with redundant means
of operation so as to react to conditions on the surface, such as is presently being
developed on the Jet Propulsion Laboratory’s RoboSimian platform seen in Figure
3.1 left, such as driving, inchworming, and sculling. At the same time, the round trip
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communication delay over such great distances, coupled with exceptionally low data
rates, mean that Earth based operators can only be supplied with minimal data and
imagery from the platform. Remote operators may also only provide sporadic input
to surface operations. With a severely limited mission lifetime due to likely reliance
on battery power, decisions must be taken on-board about which of the redundant
operating modes should be applied, while attempting to adhere to an operator’s most
recent command.
To address this particular operational challenge and others like it, this paper presents
a framework for a platform to execute tasks within what we term an “ObedientMulti-
Armed Bandit” (OMAB) problem, where an agent must attempt to select between a
set of available actions onlywhen performance for a directed behavior is off-nominal.
This approach allows the remote agent to conform to an operator command as long
as a reward or cost signal is within expected bounds from a priori knowledge. The
prior can be derived from empirical characterization or theoretical analysis. When
unexpected deviations occur, the agent can explore alternative modes. In our two
icy world exploration examples, this takes the form of 1) selecting between mobility
modes for surface traversal with a reward signal of distance over energy consumed,
and 2) selecting between digging modes for excavation with a reward signal of
volume removed over energy consumed.
A further complication in these applications is that the conditions experienced by
the platform may change both spatially, as it traverses across varying terrain types,
and temporally, as temperature change or mechanical wear alter the interaction with
the environment. In the MAB literature this is referred to as “non-stationarity”,
where the underlying reward distributions associated with each action are not fixed.
The formulation is developed so as to be consistent with JPL space-flight method
of operations, where command sequences are up-linked to a platform on a per-sol
basis, whereupon execution takes place over the course of the sol with result of
actions returned for analysis before the next command cycle. In the advent of an
error or warning condition, the platform will cease operation and wait for user
input, to minimize risk of damage to the system. This slow command and response
cycle is facilitated by presence of a consistent and long-lived power source for
such missions, typically sun-facing solar arrays or a Radioisotope Thermoelectric
Generator (RTG). Missions too distant in the solar system to derive sufficient solar
power, and too mass and budget limited to contain an RTG, must operate on a more
aggressive schedule to achieve adequate scientific yield, and be capable of making
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some decisions on-board that are typically deferred to operators based, at times, over
a billion kilometers away. The severely limited communication rates achievable at
such distances also means that the quantity of data and imagery that can be sent back
to operators for the purpose of decision making is minimal, further highlighting the
need for on-board deliberation. Despite working with limited information, operators
may still attempt to remotely deduce themost suitable operatingmode for the system,
due to either predicted efficacy or external factors such as scientific yield or tool
wear, and hence would command the platform to employ the chosen mode, but to
deviate intelligently if it proves ineffective. As off-nominal efficiency indicates the
agents interaction with the environment is outside conditions characterized as ideal,
it may suggest that undue wear or damage could be accumulating due to a modes
continued use. This motivates a desire, when the operators choice is off-nominal,
to employ the most efficient mode available that performs within some tolerance of
its nominal efficiency.
The remote planetary platform itself will have a much more complete set of sensory
data available to it than its remote operators, since the operational data sent back
to Earth is limited. Even a rich set of onboard sensory information may still not
be sufficient to accurately predict the efficacy of each available operating mode in
a given set of environmental conditions. A similar problem has been identified in
Martian surface operations, where wheel slip on soft substrate can lead to inefficient
traversal, increasing the risk of becoming irrecoverably stuck [15, 80]. Some prior
work at JPL attempted to visually predict regions of slip on Martian surface analogs
[92]. However, while some success at classifying terrain types and risk of slip at
a distance was demonstrated, the results utilized significant prior knowledge of the
terrain substrates that might be encountered. Such prior knowledge would be absent
in excursions to less studied bodies such as Enceladus. For this reason, the approach
to the problem proposed in this chapter is posed as a reactive mode selectionmethod,
rather than a deterministic and predictive concept.
Relation to Prior Work
Multi-Armed Bandit theory is a subfield of the domain of Reinforcement Learning
(RL), within which an agent attempts to optimize a feedback policy through the
use of online measurements that result from its actions. RL may be broadly cate-
gorized by the observability of problem states, being fully or partially observable,
or alternatively unobservable. Fully or partially observable state space methods
may be further subdivided by their temporal representation, being either discrete,
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continuous, or tabular [128]. A visual representation of this categorization may
be seen in Figure 3.2, demonstrating the position of Obedient Multi-Armed Bandit
theory within it. One of the key representations used in RL is that of the Markov
Decision Process (MDP), first adopted for control of discrete stochastic processes
by Bellman [11]. MAB theory may be considered a single-state MDP where each
action is a separate state transition back to the original state.
Figure 3.2: Overview of categories of Reinforcement Learning techniques. The
approach proposed in this chapter targets a new variant of the Multi-Armed Bandits
(MAB) formulation, which addresses problems where a limited set of resources
must be allocated between mutually exclusive choices so as to maximize cumulative
reward.
While fully and partially observable state problems have been addressed with tabular
techniques (e.g. SARSA [118]), discrete techniques (e.g. Q-Learning [96]), and
continuous action learning (e.g. DPG [125]), the problem addressed by Multi-
Armed Bandit theory involves unobservable states, where the underlying reward
distributions are usually unknown a priori. One primary means of formulation
for unobservable states, an extension of the MDP, is that of the Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) [8], early applications of which included speech recognition [61],
and analysis of sections of biological DNA sequences [16]. These problems focus
on determining the hidden states, however, as compared to MAB where the ultimate
goal of the agent is to optimize the cumulative reward signal.
Early work on the prototypical form of the MAB problem focused on strategies for
an optimal rate of convergence to the action with the highest mean outcome [75],
with approximate solutions being developed such as the ε-greedy algorithm, where
a scalar parameter determines a static rate of exploration [142], along with other
variants [23, 27, 132]. A particularly relevant body of work is that of Contextual
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Multi-Armed Bandits, that introduce an observable state outside of the reward
distribution that can be used to predict outcomes, such as proposed by Wang et al.
[141]. Pandey et al. investigated the contextual dependency between arms of the
“bandit”, and presented an optimal MDP-based policy in the discounted reward case
[102].
The key distinction between the above works and the OMAB approach is that,
rather than focusing singularly on the optimization of the reward signal, the agent
accommodates preference for an operator specified mode (i.e. is obedient), and only
deviates when the performance of that mode is from nominal expected performance.
To achieve this, it also leverages a priori knowledge of the expected behavior of
each mode, so as to determine what is off-nominal behavior, while also informing
the choice of next most suitable selection.
A common assumption among all of the above papers is that the underlying reward
distribution for each mode is stationary, which limits application to dynamic envi-
ronments where the true action-value may shift temporally or spatially. Some of the
earliest work addressing this came from Kocsis and Szepesvári [67], who investi-
gated the behavior of an extension to the Upper Confidence Bound policy (UCB) [1],
called UCB1 [6], when payoff sequences drift. Garivier and Moulines then studied
non-stationary payoffs for discounted and sliding-window UCB, establishing upper
bounds on the expected regret via the number of times a suboptimal arm is played
[44]. Perhaps closest to this work is that of Burtini et al. who address the problem
of selecting between advertising strategies with the non-stationary distributions of
consumer sentiment, while accounting for contextual information in the form of
demographic and other information [26]. This work, by contrast, addresses non-
stationary deviation from nominal operation of previously characterized actions,
while also being restructured to facilitate specified mode preference.
Structure of the Chapter
Section 3.1 describes the OMAB algorithm and how it relates to Multi-Armed Ban-
dit theory, by presenting the distinctions between them in the stationary distribution
case, along with a means of quantifying policy success named “disappointment”.
Section 3.2 then discusses how existing MAB policies for stationary distributions
may transfer to the OMAB formulations, and derives disappointment results for
these policies in the stationary case. Section 3.3 presents a new policy, termed Pref-
erential Iterative Update (PIU), that uses exponential decay of past action-values
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to address non-stationary distributions, to which Section 3.4 proposes an extension
that allows an external signal to inform the decay rate so as to more rapidly respond
to perceptible environmental condition changes. Section 3.6 then demonstrates an
application of the PIU policy to the problem of mobility mode selection for plane-
tary exploration, first through short distance laboratory experiments and then longer
traverse simulations leveraging empirical data. Finally, Section 3.7 demonstrates the
improved behavior afforded by exteroceptive action-value decay, though experimen-
tal application to multi-modal surface excavation on the SURROGATE platform, in
the case of substrate step change.
3.1 The Obedient Multi-Armed Bandit Problem
The OMAB problem seeks to select between a discrete set of actions, or operating
modes, chosen at discrete time steps, attempting to adhere to an operator specified
preference except when the cost for that action is off-nominal, in which case alter-
natives are explored using a priori knowledge of their nominal cost. The distinction
between MAB and OMAB can be seen visually in Figure 3.3 for both stationary and
non-stationary distribution cases, where the additional information of nominal cost
per action, and mode preference, inform the selection of subsequent actions.
Stationary Formulation
In the prototypical MAB, the “arms” of the problem are represented as n ∈ N
actions available to the agent at every discrete time step, t ∈ {N | t < T}, where
T ∈ {N,∞} is the terminal time of the analysis horizon. At each time step the
agent selects an index representing one of n actions/modes, a(t) ∈ A B {1, . . . , n},
and executes the corresponding action, for which the environment returns a scalar
reward, r(t). Each action has an associated stationary reward distribution, χi,
and mean, µi = E[χi] ∀i ∈ A, that is unknown to the agent. The reward for a
given time step is drawn from the distribution of the action that was taken in that
timestep, r(t) ∼ Xa(t). The goal of MAB theory is to design a policy, denoted π,
that will maximize the future cumulative reward, R(t), by selecting amongst the
available actions over the remaining time horizon. This may include a discount
factor, γ ∈ [0, 1], that prioritizes immediate over future rewards, defined as
R(t) B
T∑
s=t
γs−tr(s) . (3.1)
The expected value of each action is often tracked using the notion of an ‘action-
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Figure 3.3: Probabilistic graphical models of MAB and OMAB formulations for
both stationary and non-stationary distributions.
A: Action space, T : Time steps, µ: Underlying reward/cost distribution, a: Action
taken, r: Measured reward, P: Preferred mode, c̄: Nominal action cost, c: Measured
cost.
Shaded/Unshaded = Observed/Latent variables, Circle/Square = Probabilistic/Pre-
scribed parameters.
value function’ that captures the anticipated cumulative reward for each action if it
were selected for the remainder of the analysis horizon, given by
Qi(t) = E{R(t) | a(s) = ai ∀s ∈ {t, . . . ,T}} . (3.2)
The Obedient Multi-Armed Bandit extends this classical framework in two ways.
First, it reformulates the objective from a reward to a deviation from nominal cost.
This facilitates the process of determining when the operator’s commanded mode
performance is off-nominal, thus necessitating exploration of alternative modes.
Cost may represent the efficiency of achieving the given task, such as Joules/meter
of vehicle traversal, or Joules/cm3 of substrate excavated, and is denoted at each
time step by c(t). Second, OMABadds two additional parameters to the formulation.
The mode/action commanded by the operator is denoted P ∈ A, and the a priori
information on the nominal cost of eachmode (characterized empirically under ideal
conditions) is denoted c̄i, which represents the minimum cost for each action across
conceivable environment states S, i.e. c̄i ≤ µi ∀S.
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Quantifying Obedience
The efficacy of any given policy applied to a MAB problem is typically parameter-
ized by the notion of “regret”. Regret represents the difference between the realized
cumulative reward, and that which could have been achieved by sampling from the
action with the true highest mean (µ∗ B maxi∈A µi) over the entire time horizon, as
defined by
ρ = T µ∗ −
T∑
t=1
r(t) . (3.3)
MAB policies seek to minimize regret through a combination of exploration and
exploitation of the reward distributions. By contrast, the Obedient Multi-Armed
Bandit does not target optimization of the reward, but rather attempts to select modes
with minimal deviation from nominal operating performance, with a preference for
the operator’s specified operating mode. For this purpose we define an analog to
regret termed disappointment that parameterizes the priority of mode P through a
scalar, λ ∈ R+, such that
D B
T∑
t=1
∆(t) − λ1{a(t)=P} . (3.4)
where λ is chosen to represent the deviation from nominal performance, in the same
units as cost, allowed of the commanded mode before others will be explored, and
∆(t) is the deviation from nominal cost of the action sampled at a given time instant,
∆(t) B c(t) − c̄a(t) , (3.5)
From this we can see that, when the deviation from nominal cost of specified mode
P is less than λ, disappointment will be negative (indicating operator satisfaction),
but as soon as it exceeds this value, disappointment will grow positively. While
∆(t)|a(t)=P > λ, any other mode that performs nominally (∆(t) = 0) will result in
lower disappointment than the operator specified mode. We also wish to prioritize
use ofmodeswith lower nominal costwhen deviating from the operator specification,
but this can be captured within the design of the exploration policy rather than
through explicit inclusion in the obedience metric.
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3.2 Policies for Stationary Distributions
One of the earliest and simplest policies for stationary distributionMAB is ε-greedy,
which selects between 1) exploring any randomly chosen action, and 2) exploiting
the action with the current highest action-value function, at a relative rate defined
by a constant parameter ε. To implement this greedy behavior, the discount value
for future cost is taken as γ = 0, and the action-value function becomes an average
over all samples taken of an action prior to time t, defined as
Ni(t) =
t∑
s=1
1{a(s)=i} , (3.6)
Qi(t) =
∑t
s=1 r(s)1{a(s)=i}
Ni(t)
. (3.7)
The ε-greedy policy is then defined as in Equation 3.8, whereU(A) is a uniform dis-
tribution across all actions. The policy is initialized by sampling each of the available
actions (playing each of the arms) precisely once. In the limit of time, after the ac-
tion with the highest true mean reward, a∗, has been identified (arg maxi Qi(t) = a∗)
which, by the law of large numbers, will occur in the stationary distribution case,
the regret of the ε-greedy policy continues to grow with O(T), as demonstrated
in Equation 3.9, where µ̄i∈A is the mean of the true reward distribution means, π
denotes a policy, and ρ|πε-greedy is the reward under the greedy policy.
πε-greedy : a(t + 1) =

arg maxi Qi(t) Pr = 1 − ε
∼ U(A) Pr = ε
, (3.8)
ρ|πε-greedy −−−−→T→∞ T µ
∗ − (1 − ε)T µ∗ − εT µ̄i∈A
−−−−→
T→∞
εT (µ∗ − µ̄i∈A) . (3.9)
A similar strategy may be employed within the Obedient Multi-Armed Bandit by
employing an averaging action-value function over historical samples, as described
in Equation 3.10. We then define the active set at time t, I(t) ⊆ A in Equation 3.11,
which contains all actions of the present minimum action-value, and may frequently
be of dimension greater than one given there may be multiple actions performing
nominally at once. The ε-greedy policy for OMAB is then given by Equation 3.12,
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where exploiting the minimum nominal cost over the active set of actions allows
accommodation of the previously describe priority given to more nominally efficient
modes during exploration. As the action-value is derived from the deviation from
nominal cost, which is previously known, initialization consists of setting all actions
values to zero save the preferred mode, as in Equation 3.13, and commencing the
policy without having to sample every action first.
QOMABi (t) =
∑t
s=1 ∆(s)1{a(s)=i}
Ni(t)
− λ1{i=O} , (3.10)
I(t) B arg min
i∈A
QOM ABi (t) , (3.11)
πOMABε-greedy : a(t + 1) =

arg mini∈I(t) c̄i Pr = 1 − ε
∼ U(A) Pr = ε
, (3.12)
Qi(0) = −λ1{i=P} ∀i ∈ A . (3.13)
With this policy the OMAB success metric, termed disappointment, similarly expe-
riences an O(T) trend in the limit of time, dependent on the difference between true
and nominal mean for each action, ∆i B µi − c̄i ∈ R+, and whether the preferred
mode is within the minimum set of action-values, a∗ B arg mini[∆i − λ1{i=P}], as
shown by
D |πOMAB
ε-greedy
−−−−→
T→∞
(1 − ε)T
[
∆a∗ − λ1{a∗=P}
]
+ εT
[
∆̄i∈A\a∗ −
λ
n − 11{a
∗,P}
]
−−−−→
T→∞

(1 − ε)T(∆P − λ) + εT∆̄i∈A a∗ = P
(1 − ε)T∆a∗ + εT(∆̄i∈A − λn−1 ) a∗ , P
. (3.14)
The key distinction is that the gradient of this trend may be positive or negative, due
to the possibility that the prescribed action returns a negative disappointment value.
As expected in the obedient case (a∗ = P), the gradient of the trend (indicating
growing disappointment/satisfaction) will be primarily dependent (given typical
values of ε  1) on the cost deviation of the preferred mode, ∆P, relative to the
selected λ parameter. In the disobedient case, even if there exists an alternativemode
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that behaves close to nominal (∆a∗ → 0), the continued sampling of alternatives
modes at rate ε results in linear disappointment growth.
An improved ‘upper confidence bound’ regret strategy for the MAB stationary dis-
tribution case, named UCB1, was proposed by Auer et al. [6], where the exploration
rate diminishes logarithmically with time, as given by
πUCB1 : a(t + 1) = arg max
i
[
Qi(t) +
√
2 ln t
Ni(t)
]
, (3.15)
UCB1 is initialized in the same fashion as ε-greedy by playing all actions once prior
to engaging the policy. Auer at al. show in their 2002 Theorem 1 that, in the limit
of execution time for every suboptimal action, j ∈ A \ a∗, the expectation of the
number of times it is played has an upper bound of
E
[
Nj(T)
]
≤ 8 ln T
(µ∗ − µ j)2
+ 1 +
π2
3
. (3.16)
When applied to theOMAB formulation, a similar upper bound on suboptimal action
selections may be derived, reflecting the modified action-value function, resulting
in expectation of number of plays for j ∈ A \ a∗ given by
πOMAB
UCB1
: a(t + 1) = arg min
i
[
Qi(t) −
√
2 ln t
Ni(t)
]
, (3.17)
E
[
Nj(T)
]
≤ 8 ln T
(∆a∗ − ∆ j − λ(−1)1{a∗=P })2
+ 1 +
π2
3
. (3.18)
As with the ε-greedy OMAB policy, initialization is given by Equation 3.13, and
no initial plays are necessary, which would be prohibitive in space applications.
The policy produces an upper bound on disappointment that scales at O(ln T) for
suboptimal actions, and O(T) for the optimal action a∗, of
D |πUCB1 ≤

∑
i : A\a∗
8 ln T
∆a∗ − ∆ j − λ(−1)1{a∗=P }
 + T
(
∆a∗ − λ1{a∗=P}
)
+
(
1 +
π2
3
) ∑
j∈A
∆a∗ − ∆ j − λ(−1)1{a∗=P } . (3.19)
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The continuedO(T) is a result of disappointment being formulated aroundminimum
deviation from nominal cost, rather than difference from maximally achievable
reward. There will always be a linear component in disappointment that depends
on that minimum deviation, as well as the −λ component when the optimal mode is
also that which was commanded.
Non-Stationary Formulation
Lesser studied within the field of MAB, but of higher relevance to the task of
navigating and sampling from poorly characterized environments, is the problem
of selecting actions with non-stationary underlying distributions. Non-stationarity
may derive from both temporal and spatial changes in the interaction between the
system and the environment. Within the context of icy planet exploration, temporal
changes may reflect shifting surface temperatures as a function of solar illumination
that modify terramechanics underfoot, and spatial changes may occur as a system
transitions between two varieties of substrate while traversing, or in depth during
excavation.
One further key practical consideration is the degradation of the tool surfaces used
to affect each of the modes, which may contribute a monotonic component to the
cost distributions. As a result, the underlying distributions governing the rewards
garnered through execution of the available actions becomes a function of time, or
the number of samples taken, as depicted within the graphical models of MAB and
OMAB in the bottom of Figure 3.3.
3.3 Preferential Incremental Update Policy for Non-Stationary Case
To facilitate tracking of both spatially and temporally variable cost distributions, I
propose to adapt an incremental update rule for the action-value formulation detailed
in Sutton and Barto 2011 [128], which is a form of exponential smoothing filter. The
key distinction in the update policy proposed here is that the action-value functions
of all actions is updated at every time step, as compared to only the action that was
sampled at a current time step. The update value, however, is dependent on whether
or not the given action was executed on the last time step, as defined by qi(t) in
Equation 3.20. The action-value equation then takes the form seen in Equation 3.21,
where rate of tracking in the incremental update step is dictated by a user specified
parameter, α ∈ (0, 1), and is applied to the action-value of every action at every time
step.
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qi(t) B

∆(t) − λ1{i=P} a(t) = i
−λ1{i=P} a(t) , i
, (3.20)
QPIUi (t + 1) = Q
PIU
i (t) + α
[
qi(t) −QPIUi (t)
] ∀i ∈ A . (3.21)
As with the application of the ε-greedy to the OMAB problem, the policy selects
from the active set of actions at each time step (those that minimize the action-value),
and executes the action with the lowest nominal cost, via
I(t) B arg min
i∈A
QPIUi (t) , (3.22)
πPIU : a(t + 1) = arg min
i∈I(t)
c̄i . (3.23)
Due to the presence of an operator preference and the use of an action-value incre-
mental update, this procedure is termed a Preferential Incremental Update (PIU)
policy, and is described below in full as Algorithm 1. The remainder of the chapter
demonstrates the application of PIU to the problems of multi-modal robotic surface
traversal, and robotic sample excavation.
3.4 Exteroceptively Informed Action-Value Decay
The baseline PIU algorithm is purely reactive to the instantaneous cost signal re-
ceived for executing a given action, but the ability of the system to react to changing
underlying cost distributions may be accelerated if there are external stimuli corre-
lated with that change. Examples may include any means of exteroception, such as
visual and other wavelength light, or proprioceptive, such as tactile interrogation of
the terramechanic properties of the environment.
These visual signatures can be leveraged by making the incremental update rate, α, a
function of the rate of change of this external signal. Let some external signal that is
loosely correlated with environmental changes be denoted φ(t), which is measured
at each time t. We then redefine the α decay factor as a positive semi-definite
difference function of the change of this signal between timesteps, φ∆(t) : Φ −→ R,
for example a norm φ∆(t) B ‖φ(t) − φ(t − 1)‖, and bounding it at chosen minimum
value ψ below which the original decay α applies as in Equation 3.24.
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Algorithm 1: OMAB PIU policy. t ∈ N represents a temporal index, ω represents
a scalar measurement of progress within a given autonomous task undertaken by an
agent, andΩ represents value ofω necessary to declare task complete. A represents
a set of actions available to the agent, which executes a(t) at each temporal index t,
incurring a visible cost c(t) drawn from a hidden distribution for the selected action,
while advancing ω. Agent has a priori knowledge of the minimum possible cost
associated with each action, c̄i ∀i ∈ A, and is directed to prefer action P up to the
cost bound of preference parameter λ.
Initialization
• Empirically determine c̄i ∀i ∈ A before deployment
• Set progress ω = 0, goal Ω, and decay factor α
• Initialize t = 0, a(0) = P, the operator preference
• Initialize action-value functions Qi(0) = −λ1{i=P}
Policy
while ω < Ω do
• Take action a(t), measure goal progress increment ξ and incurred cost c(t).
• qi(t) = (c(t) − c̄i)1{i=a(t)} − λ1{i=P}
• Qi(t + 1) = Qi(t) + α [qi(t) −Qi(t)]
• I(t + 1) = arg mini∈A Qi(t)
• a(t + 1) = arg mini∈I(t+1) c̄i
• t ← t + 1
• ω← ω + ξ
end
αφ(t) B

α φ∆(t) ≤ ψ
αφ∆(t) φ∆(t) > ψ
. (3.24)
The action-value of the PIU policy is be updated to reflect this decay-rate to produce
a PIU-External Decay (PIU-ED) policy, utilizing the same active-set and action
update policy from Equations 3.22 and 3.23, as given by
QPIU-EDi (t + 1) = Q
PIU-ED
i (t) + α
φ(t)
[
qi(t) −QPIU-EDi (t)
] ∀i ∈ A . (3.25)
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3.5 PIU Parameter Selection
Of primary import in the application of the PIU policy is the selection of the λ
parameter, which we recall is in the units of the cost for each available action. This
value encapsulates the strength of preference of the operator (either human or higher
level planning in an autonomous system) for the directed mode, given it determines
the deviation from the nominal performance of the mode that must occur before
other alternatives are explored. A suitable guide on the magnitude of the λ value
may be taken from the difference between nominal costs of the various modes.
If the preference of the operator is weak, where perhaps the directed mode was
merely that assumed to operate closest to nominal, but more efficient means would
be preferred; then the operator may select a small λ value relative to the difference
between nominal cost of the preferred mode and the mode closest in value (10% of
the delta). By contrast, if the operator has a strong preference for a mode, such as
if it allows more fruitful collection of scientific data during icy body exploration,
then the λ parameter might be set close to the difference between nominal cost of
the preferred mode and the next closest (90% of the delta).
The α forgetting factor determines the rate at which the most recent measurements
modify the expected value of amode, captured as the action-value function. It should
be determined as a function of the expected rate of change of environmental or self-
state conditions, normalized against the execution duration of each mode selection
window, while also accounting for likelihood of variance in the measurement at each
timestep due to noise. As the action-value function acts as an exponential decay
between the prior values and the most recent measurement, the rate of adaptation to
new values may be captured with the exponential half-life, ln(2)/α. This represents
the time at which the action-value will reach 1/2(C1 + C2), where C1 and C2 are an
initial and final underlying cost. If the environmental conditions are only expected to
change at a rate of 50%over 100 time steps, andmay be subject tomeasurement noise
on smaller timeframes, then a value of α = 100/ln(2) will track the environmental
changes at their expected rate of change, while smoothing shorter term fluctuations
in measurements.
3.6 Mobility Application
The first example application of an OMAB policy is the selection of mobility
modes during icy body surface traversal. Experiments were undertaken using
the JPL RoboSimian platform pictured in Figure 3.1 left which, through use of
wheels mounted to the distal joint of four 8 DoF articulated limbs, is capable of
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the locomotion modes of driving, inchworming, sculling, and wheel walking, as
depicted in Figure 3.4a.
(a) Illustration of the motion states with the wheel-on-leg platform
(b) Images of each motion state executed in lab environment
Figure 3.4: Four Mobility Modes of RoboSimian: Driving, Inch-worming, Sculling
and Walking. A detailed description of modes is discussed in [111].
Experiments
The PIU policy was first evaluated through demonstration of its ability to deviate
from the nominally optimal mobility mode of driving with the RoboSimian plat-
form. This was conducted within a controlled laboratory environment as pictured in
Figure 3.5 left, where a tether was employed to impart artificial slip to the platform
after executions of the preferred and nominally optimal driving. Figure 3.5 right
top depicts the nominal costs of each mode, represented by the k J/m gradient of
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the graph, where distance is the goal/ω attribute being accumulated. It also displays
the cost profile for a nominal driving action in red, and a subsequent driving action
with artificial slip in blue. Figure 3.5 right illustrates that the PIU policy employs
the preferred driving mode for two action cycles (corresponding to the cost profiles
depicted above), then switches to the next most nominally efficient mode, inch-
worming, for one cycle, before returning to a driving mode. This rapid exploration
and mode transition occurs due to a high α value being employed within the PIU
policy, given the need to demonstrate transitions within the short traverse distance
available in the lab environment.
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Figure 3.5: Left: RoboSimian platform in a lab environment restrained by tethers
to impart artificial slip while testing the PIU algorithm. Right Top: The k J/m
cost utilized by the policy when applied to mobility mode selection is represented
by the gradient of the distance/energy plot. Solid red and blue lines show cost
measurement across a single nominal and off-nominal (slip induced) driving action
respectively, while dotted lines represent the ideal cost gradient for the four available
actions. Right Bottom: Modes employed by PIU policy over four time steps in lab
environment with driving as the preferred mode. Steps 1 & 2 correspond to the
nominal and off-nominal driving cost measurements above respectively. An off-
nominal cost prompts the PIU policy to explore the next most nominally efficient
mode of inchworming. [1=driving, 2=inchworming, 3=sculling, 4=wheel walking]
Long Traverse Simulation
Since to the maximum experimental traverse distance that could be realized was lim-
ited by the length of the power tether, experimental values for ideal and off-nominal
performance in each of the modes [111, 112] were used to evaluate the behavior
of the policy in a MATLAB simulation of a long distance traverse. Comparisons
were also made relative to the existing policies of ε-greedy and UCB. The simulated
scenario consisted of an icy body surface mobility platform which in practice would
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likely experience sudden changes in the underlying surface and ice distributions due
to transition between substrate types, or slow degradation of efficacies due to tem-
poral environment change or tool wear. Nominal costs for driving, inchworming,
sculling, and wheel walking were 15, 25, 32.5, and 50 k J/m respectively, as mea-
sured experimentally. Policy parameters were set to standard values of ε = 0.1,
α = 0.1, λ = 7 k J/m, and the preferred mode specified as driving. Results
displayed in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6 top demonstrates disappointmentmetric trendswhen the cost distributions
for each action are fixed/stationary. The left plot represents underlying distributions
where the preferred mode is behaving nominally, and illustrates that PIU and UCB
achieve negative disappointment superior to ε-greedy when the preferred mode is
also optimal, due to both predominantly sampling the optimal mode while the ε-
greedy algorithm continues to explore at a linear rate. The right plot highlights the
primary inferior case for PIU performance; when cost distributions are stationary
and the preferred mode is suboptimal, the α decay of the action-values means the
preferred mode continues to be sampled frequently (the agent is optimistic), unlike
ε-greedy or UCB which predominantly exploit the optimal action. Note, however,
the shallow gradient of the rising disappointment relative to that of the comparison
policies under other scenarios.
Figure 3.6 center depicts simulation results using the same parameters and cost
distributions as above, but with a step change in conditions. The preferred mode
transitions from being optimal to non-optimal in the left plot, and from preferred
mode optimal to non-optimal on the right. The incremental update and fogetting
property of PIU allows it to adapt more rapidly than the linear exploration of ε-
greedy, and logarithmic decaying exploration of UCB in both these cases.
Figure 3.6 bottom again shows a simulation result using the same parameters and
initial distributions over actions and preference. However, the preferred mode
linearly drifts from optimal to non-optimal on the left, and optimal to non-optimal
on the right, between time steps t=150 and t=300. Once again, the forgetting feature
of the incremental update allows the PIU policy to adjust its action selection earlier
than the alternative policies, intended as they are for stationary distributions.
3.7 Excavation Application
The second example application of OMAB policy is motivated by the important
space robotics application of substrate excavation. Experiments were carried out
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(a) Left: Stationary cost distributions when the preferred mode is optimal, resulting in
negative disappointment (satisfaction) being accumulated. Right: Stationary cost distribu-
tions when preferred mode is non-optimal, highlighting the inferior case for PIU where it
continues to optimistically sample the preferred mode, slowly accruing disappointment.
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(b) Left: Cost distributions with step change at t=150 transitioning preferred mode from
optimal to non-optimal. Right: Cost distribution with step change at t=150 from preferred
optimal to preferred non-optimal.
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(c) Left: Cost distributions with preferred mode drift from optimal to non-optimal between
t=150,300. Right: Cost distributions with preferred mode drift from non-optimal to optimal
between t=150,300.
Figure 3.6: Comparison of “disappointment” metric trends across policies over
MATLAB simulated long mobility runs (where lower is better), utilizing empirical
measurements of nominal and off-nominal mode efficiencies. ε = 0.1, α = 0.1,
λ = 7 k J/m
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with the JPL platform SURROGATE (pictured in 3.1 right), which is equipped with
a “multi-tool” capable of executing three different excavation modes, as pictured
in Figure 3.7. These modes include: 1) sweeping, with a static 20cm wide flat
edge profile; 2) raking, with an 8cm wide rounded finned edge that oscillates during
progression; and 3) biting, that employs a pair of steel teeth pressed down against
a substrate to fracture and dislodge material via a lateral shearing force. The goal
(ω) within the excavation task is volumetric removal of the substrate, in cm3, as
measured by the difference in profile swept by successive excavation passes. When
combined with the accumulated energy expended during execution, estimated using
the method documented in Appendix A.1, this produces a cost metric of k J/cm3.
Figure 3.7: Three substrate excavation modes available on the SURROGATEmulti-
tool platform. Left: Sweeping mode with 20cm wide tool. Center: Raking mode
with 8cm wide oscillating tool. Right: “Chomping” mode with two steel teeth
engaging surface 8cm apart.
Substrate Step Change with Exteroceptive Feedback
The characteristic forgetting factor in PIU-ED to accelerate adaptation to perceptible
changes in environment was evaluated by introducing a step change in substrate
mechanics. The exteroceptive signal was taken as a vector in p̄(t) ∈ R3 representing
the mean RGB values of pixels, pi ∈ N3, within a specific region of interest (ROI) of
the platform’s sensor head camera field of view, as defined in Equation 3.26, where
w and h are the width and height of the region. The difference function, φ∆(t),
employed by Equation 3.24 is then defined as the L2 norm between mean ROI pixel
values of successive images, captured at the beginning of each time step when the
policy calculates the next action, as per
p̄(t) B 1
wh
∑
i∈ROI
pi(t) , (3.26)
φ∆(t) B ‖p̄(t) − p̄(t − 1)‖2 . (3.27)
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While more advanced comparative methods could be employed in the presence of
subtler differences in environmental condition changes, the mean pixel norm proved
sufficient for the exaggerated substrate changes adopted in the experimental setup,
given the primary aim of exercising the policy. Even in the presence of minor
shadows, the mean pixel difference function value is minimal while the substrate
remains the same. The difference function proved suitably invariant to shadows
introduced in the course of action execution within the same substrate, as seen in
Figure 3.8 left and right where the mean pixel values are (186.3, 175.0, 130.7) and
(182.3, 170.8, 126.9) respectively, resulting in an L2 norm of 6.9.
Figure 3.8: Left: Sensor head camera view of excavation area after sweep ac-
tion with ROI used for determination of exteroceptive condition change high-
lighted. Right: ROI after completion of a raking action.
A step change in the experimental substrate mechanics was introduced through the
addition of a 5mm thick foam board (within a retaining frame) atop the homogeneous
medium grit construction sand (seen in Figure 3.8). Nominal efficiencies of the
sweeping, raking, and chomping modes within the homogenous subsurface material
was empirically determined a priori as 0.025, 0.05, and 0.1 k J/cm3 respectively, and
the operator action preference is specified as the median efficiency mode of raking,
with a cost bound preference of λ = 0.05k j/cm3, and decay factor ofα = 0.1. Figure
3.9 plots the calculated action-values of all actions at each time step, along with
the action sequence chose by the PIU policy. Figure 3.10 then depicts the minimal
progress made by the initially selected raking mode and sweeping mode actions, due
to their inability to penetrate the tougher surface medium. Their resulting action
values therefore increased, causing the lowest nominally efficient mode chomping
to be selected for the third action. In this third mode the robot manages to pierce
the surface material, resulting in closer to nominal efficiency, and producing a lower
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action-value than the alternatives, causing it to be selected again for the fourth time
step.
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Figure 3.9: Left: Action-value functions for all actions across the timesteps of
the excavation run, where λ = 0.05k j/cm3 and α = 0.1, demonstrating closer to
nominal performance of chomping action causing it to be re-selected (due to lowest
action-value), despite lower substrate now being exposed. Right: Action sequence
selected by PIU policy in absence of exteroceptively informed decay. [1=sweeping,
2=raking, 3=chomping]
Figure 3.10: Action sequence of PIU policy (left to right) for substrate step change in
presence of operator preference for raking. [raking, sweeping, chomping, chomping]
While the PIU policy successfully iterated through available operating modes to find
an effective mode to handle the solid substrate that was presented, this mode proved
inefficient once that substrate was broken, due to the now exposed granular medium.
After breaking through, raking affords a greater efficiency, and is the preferred by
the operator. Figure 3.11 depicts the sensor head camera ROI before and after the
chomping action is undertaken. The mean pixel values are (250.6, 252.2, 252.6) and
(240.1, 241.4, 241.1) respectively, resulting in an L2 error norm of 18.9.
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Figure 3.11: Left: Platform sensor head camera ROI initial view of sub-
strate. Right: ROI after chomping action exposes subsurface substrate change to
granular medium.
This perceptible change in conditions enables the PIU-ED policy to accelerate the
forgetting of prior action-values for each mode, prompting faster exploration of the
operator preferred mode. The PIU-ED policy was applied to the same substrate
configuration, utilizing the same nominal efficiacies and policy parameters λ and
α, but employing exteroceptive decay αφ(t) with a signal deadband of ψ B 0.56
and φ∆(t) B 0.056 ‖p̄(t) − p̄(t − 1)‖2. This produced the action-values and mode
sequence seen in Figure 3.12 left and right respectively, with actions undertaken
depicted in Figure 3.13. Between the third and fourth time steps (with ROI pictured
in Figure 3.11 left and right respectively), the exteroceptive difference function
exceeds the baseline ψ, causing the action-values of the previously sampled raking
and sweeping modes to decay more rapidly than under the PIU policy. The PIU-ED
policy then selects the operator preferred mode of raking, which is able to act upon
the granular material exposed by the prior chomping action.
3.8 Summary
A novel formulation of the prototypical Multi-Armed Bandit theory has been pre-
sented, that adds the notion of an action preference and nominal action-value mea-
surements known a priori, and is termed theObedientMulti-ArmedBandit (OMAB)
problem. A success metric for the problem, analogous to MAB regret, is formulated
and termed disappointment. Existing MAB policies were adapted to the OMAB
formulation and order of disappointment growth shown analytically for the case
of stationary cost distributions. Utility of the policy was demonstrated within the
applications of multi-modal surface mobility, and substrate excavation.
Future extensions of this work may include learning mappings from measured
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Figure 3.12: Left: Action-value functions for all actions across the timesteps of
the excavation run, where λ = 0.05k J/cm3, α = 0.1, ψ B 0.56, and φ∆(t) B
0.056 ‖p̄(t) − p̄(t − 1)‖2, where perceptible visual changes between time steps 3 and
4 causes exteroceptive decay to lower action-value of operator preferred raking below
the alternatives. Right: Action sequence selected by PIU-ED policy. [1=sweeping,
2=raking, 3=chomping]
Figure 3.13: Action sequence of PIU-ED policy (left to right) for substrate step
change in presence of operator preference for raking. [raking, sweeping, chomping,
raking]
efficacy to discernible visual parameters to allow forward planning with knowledge
gained in situ during traversal. Also of interest is formulating a means to update the
nominal cost measure for each action, c̄i, over time so as to more accurately capture
monotonic efficacy change caused by actuator degradation or otherwise.
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C h a p t e r 4
SEMANTIC TASK OUTCOME CLASSIFICATION
Introduction
Over the past three decades, the robotics community has constructed a solid un-
derstanding of the geometric aspects of manipulation – motion planning, grasp
(hand/wrist pose) planning, and manipulation control. By contrast, the semantic
aspect of manipulation remains poorly understood. Concepts related to task success
generalize poorly under the strictly geometric metrics that we currently use.
As our field pushes further into unstructured environments, such as human work-
places and homes, the incidence of manipulation failures is set to increase. For
robots to be able to operate effectively in these environments, they must possess the
ability to identify and correct any failures in tasks they are given, be these due to
insufficient planning data, unforeseen impediments, or adversarial interference.
(a) Task success (b) Failure requiring regrasp (c) Partial failure?
Figure 4.1: Example outcome space for manipulation prototypical task of placement
of object into receptacle in the presence of clutter, where the object of interest is
the yellow condiment bottle. Task success is designated by the entirety of the
manipuland being encompassed by the bounds of the container in the XY plane.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the need to distinguishmodeswithin the outcome space through
the example of the archetypal manipulation task of placing objects into a container
in the presence of clutter, where the yellow condiment bottle must come to rest fully
encompassed by the blue container in the XY plane for success to be achieved (as
in Fig. 4.1a). Fig. 4.1b demonstrates a clear failure mode, which may be described
as object outside container. The manipulating agent must plan a new grasping
and placement action from scratch, lifting the manipuland against gravity before
releasing it, in order to rectify the failure. Fig. 4.1c, however, represents a distinct
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failure mode of object on edge of container, where imparting a small push upon the
manipuland in the direction of the container centroid may suffice to achieve task
success, without the need to plan an entire grasp and place sequence. Enabling an
agent to autonomously recognize these distinctions in failure modes, and equipping
them with a mapping to sufficient corrective actions, may allow them to operate
more efficiently by reducing the time, and computational or kinetic effort, necessary
to rectify a failed task attempt.
In the last decade, the advancement of deep networks within the field of machine
learning has offered a means to encode mappings between visual and semantic
signatures, such as is necessary to infer the requisite corrective actions for a given
task outcome space. One challenge posed by the adoption of such networks, however,
is their dependence on large volumes of training data that may be prohibitively
expensive to collect, particularly in the field of manipulation where task spaces
may be arduous to reset for each experimental iteration. While some groups have
resorted to large scale collection of data [82], developing models in simulation
offers an avenue of more expedient development, though this approach exposes a
shortcoming of deep networks: sensitivity to systemic differences between training
and evaluation datasets. Producing photorealistic synthetic images in color (RGB)
is one example where deep networks have struggled to generalize to real scenes, but
the widespread adoption of depth enabled (or RGBD) cameras within the robotics
field has afforded an alternative exteroceptive sensing mode and, when suitable
noise models are applied, provides an easier means of generating realistic synthetic
data.
This chapter proposes a method of exploring a task outcome space through physics
simulation, where only task success is explicitly encoded; clustering parameters
in the outcome space to autonomously discover distinct failure modes, allowing a
supervisor to associate corrective actions with each; and train a visual classifier on
synthetic depthmaps so as to identify these corrective actions, with a suitable noise
model to allow transfer to real task scenes.
Relation to Prior Work
In prior art, much of the existing work on analysis of manipulation task outcomes
focused on prediction, so as to minimize the chances of failure. Pastor et al. use
reinforcement learning to acquire new motor skills from demonstration for the tasks
of striking a pool ball and manipulating a box with chopsticks, while also learning to
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predict the performance of a given skill [105]. Moldovan et al. also employ learning
techniques, though applied to generalizing affordance models across different object
[97]. Through development of a statistical framework, Paolini et al. seek tomaximize
likelihood of post-grasp manipulation task success by building a model of sensory
requirements for a successful execution offline [103]. They then apply it to the
tasks of placing, dropping, and inserting objects. Nguyen and Kemp train a pair
of support vector machine classifiers to map from a registered pointcloud to 3D
locations that are likely to succeed for a given manipulation task [99]. More prior
work has focused on the detection of binary failure during the execution of a safety
critical task, for instance Pile, Wanna, and Simaan who demonstrate the ability to
detect the onset of electrode tip folding during insertion of a cochlear implant [107].
While focusing on predicting outcome during execution greatly improves the like-
lihood of task success on the first attempt, we believe it necessary to consider the
failures that will inevitably occur in these ever more general environments. Simi-
lar in nature to this work, Hanheide et al. described unexpected failures in motion
planning as a mismatch between expectation and experience [51]. This work goes
beyond Hanheide et al. by seeking to infer semantic meaning from observation of a
manipulation task outcome space, rather than introspection of the actions that may
have caused it. Visual verification of task success was investigated by Erkent et al.
[39] by checking for task completion while using visual servoing on various tasks.
However, the authors do not attempt to classify the types of failure if success is not
detected in a given time. Saran et al. explored viewpoint selection for visually de-
termining binary task failure [121], which is complementary to the work described
here.
Structure of the Chapter
Section 4.1 describes the formulation of the model in generality. Section 4.2 details
an example application for the model, in the form of the archetypal manipulation
task of placing objects into a container. The application process includes the
means of simulating the task outcome space, the clustering of workspace parameters
to discover distinct modalities of failure, and the generation and processing of
synthetic depth maps for deep network training. Section 4.3 then presents the initial
segmentation model employed to confer visual signature interpretation through
segmentation, providing results for the cuboid container placement task in simulation
and with real images. Section 4.4 adapts the visual model by shifting to a more
recent ResNet based classification architecture, application of which are detailed in
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Sections 4.5 and 4.6 for the problems of single object placement within clutter, and
stacking of cuboid objects, respectively.
4.1 Semantic Task Outcome Model
This chapter proposes a semantic task outcome model that leverages contact/physics
simulation to parse the structure of a given behavioral domain and to extract a
symbolic characterization of the nature of possible failures (or failure modes of the
task). In turn, the model leverages an image classifier to capture the sensory context
of a manipulation task, and to ground failure modes in perceptual data.
The model identifies the failure modes of a given task by executing randomly-
perturbed variations of reference trajectories provided by the model designer/in-
structor in simulation, and grouping those executions according to proximity in a
space consisting of geometric measurements effected on end-of-task scene config-
urations. These groupings may then be associated with a suitable corrective action,
furnished by the instructor, that should bring the task to completion with a min-
imum expenditure of time and/or effort in the case of nominal execution. With
an instantiation of the model suitably trained to operate on a particular task, this
would enable an autonomous agent to visually detect the symbolic failure modes
discovered through clustering, and employ the corrective action recommended by
the instructor to allow task completion.
st
it
ot
T
at
st+1
it+1
ot+1
Figure 4.2: Probabilistic graphical model of corrective action selection for manipu-
lation task outcome, where dashed line divides timesteps.
st : State of the environment at time t, it : Image of the environment at time t, T : Task
agent is directed to achieve, ot : Present state or outcome mode of task T at time t,
at : Action selected at time t to attempt to rectify any failure.
Shaded/Unshaded = Observed/Latent, Circle/Square = Probabilistic/Prescribed.
In this regard, the model may be likened to a Partially Observable Markov Decision
Process (POMDP), in that the agent receives a partial observation of the complete
task space in the form of an image. A probabilistic graphical model representation
of this concept is depicted in Figure 4.2, where the state of the task space at a given
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time step is represented by st , and the evolution of this state is modified by the
action chosen by the agent at that time step from the set of available actions, at ∈ A.
The present outcome that has eventuated is a member of the set of known modes,
ot ∈ O, and is wholly determined by the state of the environment at the present time
step, st , and the task that is being undertaken, T . The agent only receives partial
information on the full state of the task space, in the form of an image, it , and must
infer the present outcome mode from that knowledge. The goal of the agent is to
apply actions that will bring the outcome mode to the state of success, defined as
os ∈ O, through prior knowledge derived from the trained model, and observation
of the sampled image, giving a policy function space of π : I × T −→ A.
The responsibility of the image classifier is to identify whether a given perceptual
representation of a scene indicates success or failure of the task, and in the case of
failure, identify a failure mode. When a failure occurs, it can be taken as evidence
that the information used to plan the task was either flawed or incomplete. For
this reason, determining the outcome of general tasks in unstructured environments
may benefit greatly from an unbiased assessor that ignores any a priori knowledge
of the workspace. Accordingly, visual signature interpretation is implemented
with a Convolutional Neural Network – a model known for its capacity to capture
high-variance environmental parameters, which estimates the posterior probability
P (ot |T, it) of each mode being present.
The semantic mapping of outcome modes to suitable corrective actions is furnished
by the instructor, having inspected the context of eachmode provided by the clustered
simulation outcomes, as is described by
arg max
at
P (ot+1 = os |ot, at) . (4.1)
The policy enacted by the agent is therefore the composition of the present outcome
mode inferred by the visual classifier, and the semantic mapping to a suitable
corrective action, given by
π = arg max
at
P (ot+1 = os |T, it, at) . (4.2)
4.2 Archetypal Cuboid Placement Task
The initial example chosen for application of the model was that of the archetypal
manipulation problem of an object-container insert [2, 84]. This captures many of
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the salient challenges encounteredwithin dexterousmanipulation, in particular, rela-
tive positioning of manipulands and confounding/motivating objects within the task
space, while minimizing superfluous complications in the posing of the problem.
Complexity was further reduced by employing variable sized cuboids as objects
of interest, so as to allow computationally efficient large scale simulation during
early development of the model, while the receiving container was constricted to a
rectangular cross section box.
Placement of each object was deemed a success if the entirety of an object came
to rest within the R3 bounds of the receiving box; any other result was deemed a
failure. Variation in task execution trajectories was introduced by modulating the
pose from which each object was dropped. The initial position of each cuboid was
offset in a plane parallel to the ground, by a vector drawn randomly from a uniform
distribution defined on {(x, y) : x, y ∈ [−2W, 2W]}, where W is the nominal width
of the container. The orientation of each object was specified in Roll Pitch Yaw
coordinates, drawn from the distribution (R, P,Y ) ∼ U([0, π]3).
Simulation and clustering of this task space (described in subsequent subsections)
served to expose three outcome modes within this prototypical manipulation ex-
ample, as are demonstrated in Figure 4.3. These were comprised of object in box
(success) object in the box but sticking out (failure mode 1), and object fell outside
of the box (failure mode 2). Of primary importance is the emergence of two distinct
failure modes, of which responsibility for identifying suitable corrective actions falls
to the instructor or operator of the mode during synthesis.
Figure 4.3: Left: Greyscale render of synthetic depth image (without noise) of
simulation outcome. Right: Task outcome labels provided by model for archetypal
cuboid placement in container task: green corresponds to a successfully-executed
insertion task, yellow and red correspond to two modes of failure.
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As the cuboid colored red (failure mode 2) has fallen entirely outside the confines of
the container, it would be necessary to raise the object against gravity above the edge
of the container, in order to release it within the bound of the box in the XY plane.
This necessitates planning a new force closure grasp on the object, accompanied
by planning of a new placement trajectory accounting for collision avoidance of the
grasped object, the instructor may therefore designate a corrective action of regrasp
object and replan placement.
The cuboid in yellow, however, already has its center of mass resting within the
bounds of the container. Increasing the the cuboid’s Z position of its center of
mass is not necessary for it to undertake a motion into a successful task state.
Therefore, the instructor may specify a corrective action of push protruding object
towards center of container, as that will likely be sufficient to achieve task success,
without requiring a computationally and temporally expensive grasp, move, and
place behavior.
This initial demonstration of cuboid placement is framed around the ability of an
autonomous agent to assess the present state of a potentially compoundmanipulation
task, involving placement of multiple manipulands, as might be expected if such an
agent were called upon to correct flawed work of another platform. As such, visual
classification is elevated to the level of segmentation of outcome modes (described
in Section 4.3), furnishing pixelwise labels of a scene as depicted in Figure 4.3
right, and allowing an agent to spatially identify the presence of multiple modes in
one image. In turn, this allows the semantic scene comprehension to be fused with
geometric planning methods in order to execute rectifying actions of the present
task space for any failure cases that may be present.
Outcome Space Simulation
The outcome space of each manipulation task is explored through randomized sim-
ulations, populated with representative manipulands and target/confounding objects
particular to a task. These simulations were computed in the open source 3D
creation suite Blender, which employs the BULLET physics engine to compute
dynamic motion and elastic contacts between objects.
In the case of the cuboid placement task, objects are generated at their uniformly
distributed initial pose, inter-object collisions are detected and rectified, then objects
are released to fall under the influence of gravity. The simulation terminates upon
a condition being met of the velocity magnitude of all dynamic objects within the
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scene slowing below a minimum threshold. An example of an initial state of one
simulation run can be seen in Figure 4.4, where cuboids for placement are in gray,
the container is blue, and the supporting ground plane in brown. The wire-frame
pyramid shape represents the viewpoint of the camera observing the scene.
After development of the template task scene within the visual interface of the
Blender suite, the software and physics engine were compiled into a python library
to allow parallelization of perturbed trajectory simulations across many-core server
processors. For the case of the archetypal cuboid placement task, 10,000 variants of
the reference scenario were simulated across the parameter set, requiring 1.5 days
computation on a 6 core Xeon X5690 CPU. Parameters perturbed across the dataset
to produce a wide spread of outcomes include:
• Number of cuboids placed, n ∈ [1, 5]
• Dimensions of each cuboidwithin scene, di ∼ U([0.1m, 0.3m]3 ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , n]
• Pose of each cuboid relative to center of container (as defined in Sec. 4.2)
• Scaling factor of nominal container dc ∼ U([0.7, 1.3]3
• Pose of container drawn uniformly across the task ground plane in SE(2)
Figure 4.4: Example cuboid placement task scene at initialization of simulation,
prior to BULLET physics engine imparting gravity and contact dynamics.
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Autonomous Outcome Mode Clustering
As previously intimated, one key advantage of exploring the outcome space of a
given manipulation task is the ability to easily interrogate the myriad geometric
parameters that may describe the space, rather than laborious hand calculation of
such parameters necessary in experimentally derived data. Successful outcomes are
explicitly identified using rules furnished by the instructor, but the parameters of all
remaining failure cases may then be interrogated for any form of structure that may
be used to inform recovery actions.
Figure 4.5: Slice of DBSCAN clustering within cuboid placement task outcome
parameter space, highlighting distinction between objects resting with major axis
horizontal on ground plane outside container, from those held above the edges of
container.
A variety of means could be employed for this interrogation of the outcome pa-
rameter space, but the technique chosen for application within this model was that
of Density-based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) [40],
as implemented within the Sci-Kit python library. This employs nearest neighbour
calculations to identify closely packed regions of data points within the pararme-
ter space (with multiple neighbours within a bound), while denoting points in low
density regions as outliers, and points along the edge of a group with minimal neigh-
bours as their boundary. In the example of cuboid placement task, the clustering
parameters included among others:
• Location relative to container,
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(a) Task success (b) Failure mode 1 (c) Failure mode 2
Figure 4.6: Example depth images of outcome modes discovered in simulation for
cuboid container placement task.
Outcome mode Success Object on edge Object outside
Corrective action No action Push towards center Regrasp and place
Table 4.1: Instructor specified corrective actions for cuboid placement task outcome
modes discovered in simulation.
• Final orientation
• Number of container contacts
• Number of inter-object contacts
• Maximum Z co-ordinate of cuboid vertices
The highest scoring cluster set was of dimension 2. Distinction between the two
members was derived from the last of the parameters listed, the maximum Z co-
ordinate of the object after placement, as depicted in Figure 4.5. Examples of depth
maps of the three output modes produced through clustering may be seen in Figure
4.6.
Responsibility for prescribing suitable corrective actions for each of the discovered
modes then falls to the instructor. This imbues the model with the means to
interpret the semantic understanding of the output space that will be furnished by
a visual classifier, as previously denoted arg maxat P (ot+1 = os |ot, at). An example
of corrective actions that might be recommended by the instructor for the cuboid
placement task can be found in Table 4.1.
Depth Map Generation and Processing
Once symbolic failure modes have been identified in the clustering of the simulated
dataset, synthetic depth maps must be generated from these task scenes to act
as training data for the visual classification network. This is achieved through
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application of a realistic depth-camera sensor model named BlenSor [48], that
employs pixel-wise ray tracing to produce structured point clouds from scenes in the
Blender creative suite. These pointclouds are then converted to grayscale bitmap
representations with the Point Cloud Library, where Z position of a point in the
tabletop frame is mapped to pixel intensity, producing images as seen in Figure
4.7a.
It may be observed that this initial naive synthesis creates artificially precise edges,
so a realistic noise-model is then applied to introduce regional fluctuations in depth
values typical of the sensing modality, demonstrated after bitmap conversion in
Figure 4.7b.
As is common practice in computer vision for tabletop manipulation, the ground
plane upon which objects rest is then subtracted in order to eliminate visual sig-
natures irrelevant to the task space, the result seen in Figure 4.7c, comparing well
with the real depth map captured in Figure 4.7d. This is accomplished with the
algorithm RAndom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) [42], that estimates Cartesian
plane parameters of the form ax + by + cx + d = 0 by sampling from the points
(a) Clean synthetic depth map (b) Noise model applied
(c) Ground plane subtracted (d) Real depth map
Figure 4.7: Synthetic depth maps at various stages of processing, in comparison
with real depth map with ground plane subtracted
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within the cloud, then eliminating points within some range of the highest likelihood
plane, which is a function of the Point Cloud Library (PCL).
Once converted into a suitable 2D bitmap form, input images must be processed
into channels from which a deep network can derive sufficient context to classify the
contents. While this has been studied extensively within the domain of color/RGB
images, this remains an open question for the employ of depth enabled exteroception.
Some prior art has attempted to apply CNNs to depth values directly [104], and yet
others have employed additional geometric parameters, such as camera pose relative
to the ground frame, to enrich depth data across multiple channels (such as HHA
[49]). For the purposes of the visual outcome model, we are primarily interested in
the relative spatial positioning of items within the confined task space, as opposed
to their absolute position within the world frame and so instead opt to employ a
Sobel gradient operator, to produce three channels from the grayscale depth, as
suggested in [33], which also afford a level of invariance to net depth. Pixels are
then normalized about the value of half the bit, or color, depth.
(a) Synthetic depth map with noise model (b) Sobel operator preprocessed image
Figure 4.8: Synthetic depth maps demonstrating noise model and preprocessing
applied prior to training and inference. Visualization of the preprocessed image
maps the Sobel operators Gx , Gy, and G‖∇‖ to the R, G, and B color channels
respectively.
The Sobel x-gradient and y-gradient operators, Gx and Gy, are defined in Equations
4.3 and 4.4 respectively, while the magnitude of the Sobel gradient is simply the
L2 norm of these operators, as given in Equation 4.5, where Im represents the 2D
image space, and Bd is the bit-depth or range of pixel values of the image. Figure
4.8 presents a synthetic depth map before and after processing.
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Gx B

+1 0 −1
+2 0 −2
+1 0 −1
 ∗ Im , (4.3)
Gy B

+1 +2 +1
0 0 0
−1 −2 −1
 ∗ Im , (4.4)
G‖∇‖ =
√
G2x +G2y . (4.5)
4.3 Initial Segmentation Model
The visual classification model employed to infer semantic outcome modes for
the archetypal cuboid placement in container task was that of a Convolutional
Neural Network (described in generality in section 2.3), in particular the fully-
convolutional MultiNet architecture proposed by Teichmann et al. [33, 129]. As
it produces a segmentation output, this served to furnish pixel-wise labelling of
an input image, allowing an agent to infer spatial context, and localise each of the
present outcome modes within the task frame. As previously intimated, this was
implemented so as to allow the agent to evaluate the present state of an environment
in which multiple similar tasks had already been attempted to mixed success. The
agent might then fuse geometric information from the depth map with the spatial
semantic context of the labelled output image, in order to apply corrective actions
to multiple manipulands within the scene. To further facilitate fusion of spatial
semantic context with geometric recovery planning, the container itself was labelled
in the synthetic scenes, such that corrective actions could infer target locations if
not otherwise given.
The network was trained on 95% of the 10,000 synthetic images produced through
simulation (5% withheld for validation), with ground truth class labels generated
within the software suite, such as the two examples seen in Figure 4.9 right.
To measure the network’s performance, we evaluated the network’s ability to predict
the presence or absence of each of the three outcome classes (success, failure mode
1, failure mode 2), by applying the model to the 5% validation set, and pixel-wise
comparing the inferred mode labels to the ground truth labels of the validation set
generated in simulation. The results showed that in this canonical experiment, the
network identified the correct presence or absence of all outcome modes in 86.8%
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Figure 4.9: Left: Synthetic depth maps of simulated task outcome spaces. Cen-
ter: Overlay of segmented classes produced by CNN segmentation model. Right:
Ground truth labels used for model training.
[Green=Task Success, Yellow=Failure mode 1, Red=Failure mode 2]
of images in the synthetic validation set, interpreted as when only labels of the true
modes were present, and a majority of pixel labels matched those of the ground-truth
image. Each image inference required 139ms on a Titan X GPU. The first row of
Fig. 4.9 shows an example of failure mode 1: the object is not entirely within the
volume of the container. The second row shows two successful inserts (in green),
and one failure of mode 2 (in red).
The ability of the model to transfer to real task scenes was then evaluated through
processing of depth maps captured with a Microsoft Kinect camera. A sample set
of 15 representative scenes was captured, with a uniform spread of present outcome
modes across the set. Of the 15 images, 9 were correct by the aforementioned
evaluation metric applied to simulation validation results, 2 marginal but classed
incorrect, and the remainder incorrect, resulting in a successful inference rate of
60% (as compared to a random guess outcome of 33%). An example of successful
and unsuccessful inference can be seen in Figure 4.10 top and bottom respectively,
the latter of which correctly identified failure mode 2 across the majority of pixels
of the rightmost object, but failed to classify the object with task success inside the
box by designating the majority of it failure mode 1.
4.4 ResNet Classification Model
The initial visual model was aimed at spatial recognition of a potential multiplicity
of manipulands in various states of task outcome, and served to demonstrate that
the model was capable of transferring from simulated data to real task scenes.
Focus then shifted to interpreting the outcome of a single task execution attempt,
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Figure 4.10: Left: RGB images of real scenes from Kinect camera. Center:
Grayscale renders of processed depth images from Kinect. Right: Overlays of
segmented classes produced by CNN.
Top: Example of successful inference of failure modes 1 and 2. Bottom: Example
of failed inference, where true outcomes were success and failure mode 2.
[Green=Task Success, Yellow=Failure mode 1, Red=Failure mode 2]
being more conducive the the POMDP formulation of the agent acting and then
interpreting that singular outcome, rather than a set of outcomes produced by an
external party.
To achieve this end, the visual classification model was altered from that of seg-
mentation, producing the pixelwise labels seen previously, to a fully-connected
classification architecture. This provides a scalar probability of the presence of each
of the available visual signature/outcome modes within an imaged scene, described
in the POMDP model as P (ot |T, it).
The particular architecture employed was that of a Deep Residual Network, or
ResNet [52], which enjoys the advantage of being relatively more modern than the
Multi-Net formulation. This is variety of CNN that employs edges inspired by
pyramidal cells in the cerebral cortex, where additional connections are added to
the prototypical form that skip over one to several layers, producing a residual of
convolved signatures earlier in the model.
While the cuboid placement task was of excessive simplicity by design, and served
to illustrate the viability of themodel in aminimal representative context, the ResNet
classification architecture was applied to more realistic manipulation tasks detailed
in the sections that follow. The ground-plane removal assumption was also removed
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for the subsequent models, to present a stronger case for its ability to generalize to
real task scenes without extensive tuning or preprocessing.
4.5 Placement Within Clutter Experiment
The first of the more visually advanced tasks to be investigated was an extension of
the archetypal manipulation task of object placement; in particular, the placement
of a particular object (a yellow condiment bottle) within a container, in the presence
of confounding objects or “clutter” drawn from the Yale-CMU-Berkeley (YCB)
object dataset. Specification of successful task outcome imitated that of the cuboid
placement task, save for the distinction that the centroid of the manipuland must
come to rest within the R3 confines of the container, as opposed to its entirety.
Example outcome scenes for this task can be viewed in Figure 4.11, where the
left real image demonstrates a failure of presently uncharacterized variety, and
the right synthetic image with manipuland pose displayed represents a successful
outcome, despite the extremity of the manipuland extending beyond the confines
of the container in the Z-axis. Note that the height of the manipuland is such that
standing on end at the base of the box is sufficient to raise the centroid above the
edge, thus constituting a failure. Similarly to the cuboid placement task, it may also
be held in a raised position by the clutter already present, causing the centroid to
rest above the bounds of the container.
(a) Real task scene (b) Simulated task scene
Figure 4.11: Model demonstration task involving placement of yellow condiment
bottle into container in presence of clutter objects from YCB dataset.
The task was simulated within the BULLET physics engine across 5,000 perturbed
trajectories, where clutter objects were placed first, followed by insertion of the ob-
ject of interest, as would occur in a placement attempt by a manipulation agent. The
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(a) Task success (b) Failure mode 1 (c) Failure mode 2
Figure 4.12: Example depth images of outcome modes discovered in simulation for
condiment placement within YCB clutter task.
outcome spaces of each scenes were then clustered with the DBSCAN algorithm,
employing the same parameters as for the cuboid placement task. Perhaps unsur-
prisingly, the highest scoring clustering of parameter groups differentiated between
locations of the manipuland centroid relative to the container in the XY plane, with
poses outside the XY bound of the container forming one group and those held
above the Z limit of the container forming another, with examples of each mode
seen in Figure 4.12. Examples of suitable instructor supplied corrective actions for
the task are then given in Table 4.2.
Outcome mode Success Object on edge Object outside
Corrective action No action Push towards center Regrasp and place
Table 4.2: Instructor specified corrective actions for condiment placement within
clutter task outcome modes discovered in simulation.
Synthetic depth maps were then produced of the 5,000 simulated task outcomes, and
the ResNet visual-signature classification network trained on 95% of the images,
with 5%withheld for validation, with ground-truth class/mode flags furnished by the
physics simulation software. Each image inference with the ResNet model requires
31ms on a Titan X GPU. The efficacy of the visual classifier within simulation was
evaluated by comparing the highest likelihood outcome mode inferred for each of
the validation images with the ground-truth label calculated in simulation, which
resulted in an accuracy of 84%.
The ability of themodel to transfer to real scenes for the placement in clutter task was
then evaluated through application to 15 depth maps captured with the Microsoft
Kinect camera. Evaluation of the inferred outcome modes with aforementioned
criteria for the simulated validation set produced 10 correct outcomes, and 5 in-
correct, giving a classification accuracy of 66.7% (as compared to a random guess
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outcome of 33%). The color and depth maps with inference results of the real
validation scenes may be found in Appendix B.1, with examples of correct and
incorrect outcomes seen in Figure 4.13 top and bottom respectively.
(a) Inferred success with 0.78 likeli-
hood, correct
(b) Inferred failure mode 2 with 0.74
likelihood, incorrect
Figure 4.13: Inferred outcome modes from visual classification model of placement
within clutter task.
4.6 Object Stacking Experiment
The next task used for demonstration of the model was that of vertically stacking
cuboid objects from the YCB dataset. As with the previous classification only
application of the visual model, it is assumed the manipulation agent is presented
with a partially complete compound task; that is, there are already a number of items
stacked. The agent then attempts to place a new item atop without disturbing the
pre-existing objects, with task success specified as the novel object coming to rest
wholly supported by the preceding stack member. Real and simulated examples of
uncharacterized failures can be seen in Figure 4.14.
The task was simulated within the BULLET physics engine across 5,000 perturbed
trajectories, where a pile of varied objects was placed in a stacked formation and
allowed to come to rest. An additional cuboid was then released a short distance
above the stable stack, and contact/physics simulation allowed to progress until all
object motion was below a minimal threshold. Perturbations were introduced in
the number and type of objects in the initial stack, the relative positioning and
orientation between subsequent members of the initial stack, and lastly the release
pose plus type of the final item placed in the action being inspected.
The parameter space of the simulation outcomes that did not meet success criteria
was then clustered across a variety of parameters extracted from the final state of
each scene, including:
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(a) Real task scene (b) Simulated task scene
Figure 4.14: Model demonstration task of stacking cuboid objects from the YCB
dataset.
• Area of convex hull of object centroids in XY plane
• Number of object-pair contacts, normalized by total number of objects
• Sum of Z-coordinates of each object centroid relative to Z-coordinate of
supporting object in initial stack
• Total number of ground contacts among objects
Clustering of the outcome dataset yielded three distinct groups within parameter
space; success, where all items remained sequentially supported; failure mode 1,
where the novel object came to rest aside from the stack, or semantically placed
object fell off pile; and lastly failure mode 2, where multiple objects contact the
ground and centroids no longer monotonically increase in height, or placed object
knocked over the pile. Examples of these can be seen in Figure 4.15 a, b, and c
respectively. The instructor might then supply the corrective modes defined in Table
4.3.
Outcome mode Success Object fell nextto intact stack
Object caused stack
to deconstruct
Corrective action No action Regrasp and placelast object
Clear workspace and
re-initiate stacking
Table 4.3: Instructor specified corrective actions for YCB cuboid stacking task
outcome modes discovered in simulation.
As with the previous task, synthetic depth maps were produced of the 5,000 simu-
lated outcomes, however, image preprocessing was modified to utilize a raw depth
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(a) Task success (b) Failure mode 1 (c) Failure mode 2
Figure 4.15: Example depth images of outcome modes discovered in simulation for
YCB cuboid stacking task.
channel rather than the magnitude of the depth gradient. This was due to an expec-
tation that it may confer additional geometric context of the height of the stack upon
the classifier input, which might be of importance given the hierarchical relative
positioning of the initial configuration. The ResNet visual-signature classification
network was then trained on 95% of these images, with 5% withheld for validation,
with ground-truth class/mode flags furnished by the physics simulation software.
Evaluating the resulting visual classifier against the simulated validation set, match-
ing highest likelihood inferred outcome mode to ground-truth class labels showed
the network to have an accuracy of 82%.
Transfer of the model to real depth maps uncovered a shortcoming of the modified
input channels, however. Replacing the magnitude of Sobel gradient channel with
the raw depth value removed the invariance to systemic differences in depth between
the synthetic and real datasets, reducing the generality of the classifier. Over 15
real depth maps with an even distribution of true outcome modes, all were classified
by the model as failure mode 2, where placement of the most recent item caused
the structure to fail, save for a single correct classification of success. As a result
of this 5/15 or 33% of inferences were correct, which of course is equal to the
random chance likelihood. This could likely be rectified by retraining the model
after reverting the input channels of the network, through was beyond the period of
performance of the project. The color and depth maps with inference results of the
real validation scenes may be found in Appendix B.2
4.7 Summary
In this chapter, a model to prescribe semantic meaning to task outcome modes
autonomously discovered in simulation was presented. Synthetically generated
datsets allowed an intructor instantiating the model for a given task to discover
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symbolic failure modes, and assign corrective actions that an autonomous agent
should undertake if they are encountered. Two varieties of visual classifier were
presented to allow the agent to infer semantic meaning of a task outcome, and
application to three representative manipulation tasks demonstrated with simulated
and real dataset validation.
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C h a p t e r 5
FORCEFUL MANIPULATION IN CLUTTER
Introduction
Grasp selection in unstructured environments has proven a challenging task for
the robotics community, and is complicated further when a system lacks a priori
knowledge of the shape and mass properties of objects it may be called upon
to manipulate. While indiscriminate, randomized grasp and lift motions can be
coupled with proprioceptive wrench guarding to eventually find a viable removal
candidate (if one exists), the aim of this task is to decompose a pile of potentially
massive objects time efficiently. This necessitates leveraging exteroception to infer
the composition and structure of the pile, allowing the system to more rapidly
identify grasps that comply with the force and torque limits of the manipulation
system.
Figure 5.1: Left: Army Research Lab’s ‘RoMan’ mobile manipulation platform
with broken proximal joint on Robotiq 3-finger gripper. Right: Example debris pile
of massive objects, where lifting two or more items simultaneously may exceed
manipulator payload limits.
To dislodge a candidate extraction object from the structure, the system must be
capable of breaking the stiction restraining it. This describes the static friction
that must be overcome to enable motion of a given stationary object relative to
its contacting surroundings, and is a portmanteau of static and friction. Failure to
suitably predict or detect excessive stiction or mass of a candidate manipuland also
has the potential to cause catastrophic damage to a system, as occurred in Figure 5.1
left, which could render an autonomous agent inoperative.
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Prior art has sought to address the problems of object agnostic grasp synthesis [17,
19, 87], grasping of known and unknown objects amongst clutter [20, 149], as well
as lifting of massive objects with wrench constrained end effectors or actuators [64].
This work seeks to address the intersection of these, in particular the disassembly
of unstructured piles of massive objects (e.g. Figure 5.1 right), where lifting one
object may induce lifting or pulling of other objects, which in turn increases the
required grasp wrench, and may exceed the capabilities of the manipulation system.
While operating in a workspace where the geometric, inertial, and contact properties
of all present objects might allow a deterministic calculation of the force structure
of a pile to be posed, this representation seeks to address the circumstance where
little to no information on the workspace is available a priori, save for the common
manipulation sensing modality of vision with 2.5D depth (example seen in Figure
5.8 left and center). For this purpose, the force structure is formulated with a
probabilistic representation, which allows it to capture the uncertainty inherent
in the estimations of the parameters quantifying and shaping the structure, while
affording the capability to include improved data where available.
Chief among these estimations is the problem of singulating objects within the
pile and determining adjacency, which is assumed to be furnished by any chosen
segmentation algorithm (e.g. Locally Convex Connected Patches [127] in Figure
5.8 right), such that the formulation is agnostic to the visual processing employed.
Coupled with rough estimates of the mass as a function of volume, and contact
between the singulated objects, the formulation provides a best guess of which
objects may be within the system’s ability to dislodge, as well as the direction of
extraction that may induce the least resistance, termed the extraction vector. A
Figure 5.2: Left: RGB image of example debris pile containing aluminum truss
segment, safety barrier, 4x4 wood section, and pallet. Center: Point cloud of
workspace captured with RealSense D435. Right: Singulated object candidates
with geometric adjacency fromLocally Convex Connected Patches algorithm. [127]
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manipulating agent may then select an object-extraction vector pair from among
these candidates to execute.
One key source of additional structural information is the resisting wrenches expe-
rienced by the system when it attempts to grasp and extract a selected object, as is
commonly measured via a wrist mounted force-torque sensor. In the case that the
wrench is within the capability of the system, the extraction attempt may proceed to
completion; but, in the event of measured forces exceeding safety limits, the agent
may add this data point to the representation of the grasped object and select the
next most viable extraction vector for that object, or a different object entirely. In
this regard, it may be described as facilitating informed proprioceptive probing of
the pile, directed toward the task of identifying viable objects for removal.
Relation to Prior Work
Of perhaps closest relevance to this work is that of Boularias et al. [20], who
approach the problem of grasping objects in dense clutter with no prior information
through the application pf reinforcement learning. The robot learns online how
to manipulate objects through trial and error, in particular through the application
of pre-grasping actions that seek to expose objects for easier geometric access to
suitable grasps, without giving consideration to the mass of candidate manipulands.
By contrast, the formulation presented in this chapter does not require any learning
through repeated application, but seeks to leverage geometric context that can be
provided by vision algorithms, even in the absence of any other prior information,
and apply a model of contact physics to predict viable grasps, without extensive
interaction with the environment.
Recent work by Holladay et al. looked at representing the kinematic and wrench
constraints of the use of different tools to enable forceful manipulation [55]. While
this leverages the concept of a wrench space surface to describe the forces that must
be applied to a given tool to operate it, the analysis assumes exact prior knowledge
of the manipulands and their interaction with the environment, which cannot be
assumed working in unstructured environments.
Zhang and Trinkle propose to use a particle filter to simultaneously estimate the
physical parameters of an object and track it while it is being pushed. The dynamic
model of the object is formulated as a mixed nonlinear complementarity problem
[150]. While they address uncertainty in the physical properties of a manipuland,
they depend primarily on tactile information over the course of a motion to infer
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these properties, and are only concerned with the in-hand manipulation of a single
object, rather than selection of viable grasps among a set of candidate manipulands
as is the focus of the work in this chapter.
Berenson et al. investigated planning articulated arm motions in the presence of
wrench constraint manifolds in the arm configuration space, such as might be
imposed when lifting massive objects between two end effector poses [12]. This
is distinct from the work in this chapter in that it focuses on wrenches imposed on
the end effector by the mass of a manipuland during large scale motion, rather than
predicting the restraining wrench imposed on a manipuland by its surroundings, but
is complementary to the work presented here in that it could inform arm trajectories
once an object is extracted.
The problem of identifying object properties in-hand through properceptive infer-
ence was investigated by Burkhardt et al. [24], who also employed a Gaussian
Process Implicit Surface (GPIS) in their representation. They focused on localising
the center of mass through changing the orientation of a grasped object with respect
to gravity, through wrench measurements from the wrist mounted force-torque sen-
sor, while also inferring the geometry of the object through probing. In contrast to
the work presented here, the GPIS was applied to the geometric representation of the
object’s surface, rather than in describing the wrenches restraining an object. They
also rely solely on proprioceptive information, rather than attempting to leverage
any information gleaned from visual sensing modalities as in this chapter.
Structure of the Chapter
Section 5.1 proposes a means of representing the forces restraining an object within
a pile in a deterministic fashion, employing Newtonian mechanics and Coulomb
friction to predict a conservative upper bound on the wrench necessary to dislodge
a candidate manipuland. Section 5.2 then presents a means of describing this repre-
sentation probabilistically, in order to account for uncertain parameters, leveraging
the concept of a Gaussian Process Implicit Surface. Section 5.3 proposes various
means of estimating the parameters employed by the representation through process-
ing of an RGBD view of the task scene, including object singulation and adjacency,
center of volume, mass, and contact poses. It also presents means of incorporating
proprioceptive data points acquired through extraction attempts, as well as any a
priori parameters that might be available to the manipulation agent in the case of
some manipulands being known. Section 5.4 then suggests possible criteria for
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selecting between candidate object-extraction vector pairs predicted to be within the
system’s capability.
Note: This chapter is a partial draft of a section for a journal article that will be
submitted to a JFR special issue on May 1st 2020. Its inclusion in the thesis (as a
chapter or appdenix) will be dependent on the committee’s input and, in the case of
affirmation, will be updated with the final version prior to that date.
5.1 Wrench Space Stiction Manifold
Dislodging and object from an pile requires overcoming both the mass of the object
in grasp, and the forces imparted upon it by surrounding objects. These forces
may be comprised of both a component of their own mass, as well as the frictional
force between the objects that resists relative motion. The magnitude and number
of these forces that must be overcome to induce motion in the object varies as a
function of the direction a manipulating agent attempts to impart a grasp wrench,
termed the extraction vector. A rudimentary example of this may be seen in the R2
configuration space example depicted in Figure 5.3 from the cases of 1) lifting the
central object directly upward, and 2) moving it purely in the horizontal plane.
Figure 5.3: Incident forces of two contacting objects upon a central object of interest,
whereWcom describes the net wrench imposed upon it in the Center of Mass (COM)
frame, mi is the mass of each object, and each fi represents the friction cone of a
contact wrench imposed on the target object by its surroundings.
In the first case, vertical motion requires that the force of gravity on the mass of the
central object must be overcome to produce non-zero acceleration, in addition to
displacing the left and right objects lying upon it by overcoming f1 and f3. It does
not, however, require overcoming the frictional or supporting force of the ground
contact (assuming no adhesive properties), as this contact is broken upon inducing
motion.
In the second case, the mass of the central object only influences the force required
to induce motion insofar as it contributes to the friction between the object and
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the ground plane, the horizontal component of f2. Depending on the direction of
motion, one of the contact forces from the incident objects ( f1 & f3) will oppose
motion, while the other will contribute to it.
A third case of note is that of pressing the central object downwards, where the
presence of an impenetrable supporting plane will result in zero motion no matter
the magnitude of wrench imposed.
Due to this variation in the magnitude of wrenches necessary to induce motion
with the direction in which they are applied, this work proposes to probabilistically
represent the upper bound of stiction and mass forces restraining each object as a
manifold, denoted in the center of mass frame asWcom, in the R3 or R6 wrench
spaces of 2D or 3D object configuration spaces respectively. This representation
is termed a wrench space stiction manifold, which forms a bound between the set
of wrenches imposed upon the center of mass that would not cause motion (the
manifold interior), and those that would cause motion (the exterior), denoted the
stiction breakingwrench spaceWsbcom. The minimum distance of this manifold from
the origin represents the smallest wrench that could be applied to dislodge the given
object from the pile.
When provided with a possible grasp pose on the object by an external planner, this
manifold may then be transformed from the COM wrench space of the object in
question, to the grasp wrench space for that candidate grasp, as given by
Wsbg = AdTgg2comW
sb
com . (5.1)
The intersection ofWsbg and the grasp wrench constraintmanifold,Wcg (defined by
the force-torque limitations of the system), therefore provides the space of extraction-
vectors for the given grasp pose that are both within the system’s capability, and
would dislodge the manipuland from its surroundings, defined as
Wvg BWsbg ∩Wcg . (5.2)
In the case that Wsbg ∩ Wcg = {0}, the formulation predicts that there are no
extraction-vectors within the capability of the system that will cause the manipuland
to move at that particular grasp point.
To construct the manifold for each object within the pile, we define the forces
acting on that object in the frame of its center of mass (COM), which is initially
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assumed to be coincident with its center of volume, and oriented in alignment with
the inertial frame. The force of gravity therefore acts directly through this frame,
while the forces imposed by each of the inter-object contacts acts through the contact
point. The following formulation is presented in the context of analysis of a single
target object within the pile, where each of the inter-object contacts it is subject
to is enumerated i, and is comprised of the vectors depicted in Figure 5.4. The
force imposed between objects acts through the contact point denoted r̄i for the i’th
contact, and is comprised of both a normal and frictional component, n̄i and f̄i
respectively. The latter of these is defined with the Coulomb friction model, and
may lie anywhere in the orthogonal space of the normal vector, where D ∈ {2, 3} is
the dimension of the configuration space such that
f̄i ∈ RD, s.t. f̄i · n̄i = 0, | f̄i | ≤ µ|n̄i | . (5.3)
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Object
𝑛
𝑓̅
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Object
Figure 5.4: A single inter-object wrench defined in the center of mass (COM) frame
of the target object. In the static equilibrium of a pile, the effect of gravity on the
mass of the incident object causes it to impart a normal force n̄ on the target object
at the contact point r̄ , as well as a Coulomb friction force f̄ , under the influence of
gravity g.
In a similar fashion to the ground plane contact, these inter-object contacts are
directed, in that only objects below the line of gravity with respect to their pair must
overcome the contact wrench to break stiction, whereas the reverse is not as the
contact is simply broken. This results in the object adjacencies derived from the
exteroceptive algorithm of choice being regarded as a directed wrench graph, where
the direction of edges indicates the direction of gravity, with the originating node
imparting a force downwards upon the supporting object.
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As the forces supporting an object may be statically indeterminate, this initial
Newtonian analysis assumes the maximum friction force to provide an upper bound
on the expected extraction effort. Also in keeping with this methodology, the
magnitude of the normal force n̄i between objects is taken to be full net weight
experienced by the object incident for that contact, wneti . This is based on an
assumption that the pile is loosely stacked in the XY plane, i.e. that there are
no bounding walls imparting significant lateral forces, such that the likelihood of
any object being wholly supported by normal forces acting within π/4 radians of
horizontal is low (the angle at which two symmetric supports in R2 would each exert
mg Newtons to retain the object against gravity).
Figure 5.5: Deterministic wrench space stiction manifold for example objects in R2
configuration space. Points are generated across θ and γ to aid in visualization, while
true representation is derived from a uniform sampling approximation algorithm
Due to this dependence on the net weight of the objects above each, the order of
objects for which the stiction manifold is calculated must progress hierarchically
down the directed wrench graph in height. For the root node of the graph, the net
weight will simply be the effect of gravity on its assumed mass, mg. This is taken
to be the sum of its own weight, and the vertical component of all forces predicted
to be imparted upon it via the directed wrench graph. If there are no other objects
detected as adjacent to the object being inspected, it is assumed that the entirety of
its weight is supported by some unseen contact beneath its center of mass.
Points on the unit sphere used in sampling of the manifold are precalculated to
provide approximate uniformity via a spiral-based sampling method [123], however,
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to aid in static visualization of the manifold, the surfaces presented utilize positions
equispaced across angle and azimuth in the unit sphere, such that straight lines allow
the structure to be resolved. For each of the extraction directions/vectors represented
by these points on the unit sphere, the sum of the forces acting on the target object
in that orientation produces the distance of the stiction surface from the origin.
Figure 5.5 depicts the stiction manifold restraining the central object in the R2 case
presented in Figure 5.3, using the angle azimuth visualisation.
Figure 5.6: Example probabilistic object support configuration in R2, where param-
eters such as mass, friction coefficient, and contact angle are normally distributed.
5.2 Gaussian Process Implicit Surface Representation
The stictionmanifold presented in the previous section assumed complete knowledge
of the paramters that define it. However, when employing exteroception in previously
unseen environments there is significant uncertainty in the estimation of any of these
parameters, such as orientation of contacts, as well as object mass and friction co-
efficient, as depicted in Figure 5.6. To capture this, the parameters furnished by
exteroception are perturbed about a normal distribution during the calculation of
wrench magnitude for each of the sampled direction points on the unit sphere. This
produces a distribution of points over the manifold in wrench space describing the
forces necessary to dislodge the target object from the pile, i.e. to break stiction.
Applying this perturbed parameter sampling to the R2 example produces the set of
wrench space data points seen in Figure 5.5.
The structure described in Section 2.4, that of a Gaussian Process Implicit Surface,
may then be applied to infer a mean and variance across this manifold. It allows an
estimate of the minimum magnitude wrench that would dislodge the target object
from its surroundings, through search for the point on the GPIS closest to the origin.
An example of such a minimum magnitude vector on the GPIS for the R2 three
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object configuration space representative problem can be seen represented by the
red arrow in Figure 5.5.
Figure 5.7: Wrench space of R2 example with contact parameters perturbed about
normal distributions, and minimum magnitude extraction vector identified by red
arrow.
5.3 Parameter Estimation
This section proposes means of estimating the parameters utilized within the for-
mulation. While the representation itself is agnostic of the techniques used to infer
these parameters, their selection can have large bearing on the accuracy and stability
of the inferred stiction manifold, thus necessitating their discussion.
Object Singulation and Adjacency
The first step in establishing parameters for describing the structure of the pile is
to attempt to visually distinguish distinct components within, and their geometric
relation to one another. The former of these processes is typically termed segmen-
tation, and there are a number of algorithms in existence to address it. While the
formulation is posed so as to be agnostic to the specific exteroceptive processing
techniques applied to it, for the purpose of this demonstration of the formulation
the algorithm selected was that of Locally Convex Connected Patches [127], the
output of which can be seen in Figure 5.8. This groups points within the cloud into
“supervoxels”, and then compares the normals of adjacent supervoxels to determine
regions of convexity within the cloud.
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These regions of convexity may then be grouped, producing a pixelwise labeling of
object candidates, as well as inferring geometric adjacency of candidates through
presence of member points within immediate proximity. An example segmentation
and adjacency map of a representative manipulation scene is depicted in Figure 5.8.
Figure 5.8: Example singulation of objects within task scene using Locally Con-
nected Convex Connected Patches algorithm [127]. Left: Raw RGBD image from
robot sensor head. Right: Color coded segmentation of task scene regions into object
candidates, with adjacencies between visualized as white lines between centroids.
Center of Volume
Of crucial importance within the formulation is the specification of the Center
of Mass (COM) frame (initially assumed taken as center of volume (COV), until
detected otherwise), as all other force and contact poses are defined within it.
Ascertaining the center of mass of an object from limited view vision can be
challenging, and the majority of applications and libraries simply employ a mean of
all points within the cloud representing the object. This introduces high sensitivity
of the estimated COV to slight perturbations in the viewing angle, or pose of the
object, as can be seen depicted in Figure 5.9.
As the orientation of the object changes, the density of points on the two sides
within view shifts as a result of the even angular density of depth resolution. This
biases the mean pixel value estimate for COV toward the face with most points,
potentially causing large drifts in the perceived COM frame if adopted. While this
does not present a problem when only processing a single view of the workspace for
a single execution of the model, if extended to multiple iterations (i.e. successively
removing multiple objects) then the ability to match objects between views to track
progress may be confounded by perceived shifts in center of mass.
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To address this, the center of volume may be calculated as the centroid of the
convex hull of the points comprising the visual representation of the object. While
more computationally expensive, this reduces sensitivity to slight changes in object-
camera pose and lighting, that could influence the density of points across object
faces. Computational burden is lessened by the volume (for mass prediction) already
having been calculated through determination of the convex hull.
Figure 5.9: Depiction of pointcloud perceived center of mass shift induced by
rotation of an object in the field of view in R2 configuration space. If the object is
rotated about its true center of mass (in black), the density of points shifts from one
face to another, resulting in the naïve visual approximation of mean pixel shifting
significantly (in red).
5.4 Grasp Candidate Selection
Once the GPIS formulation has been calculated for each of the objects within the
pile, the minimum magnitude extraction vector for each may be compared to the
force capabilities of the manipulation system intended to interact with them. For
the set of objects within the pile that have an extraction vector within the systems
capabilities, external criteria may then be employed to judge which is most suitable
for an extraction attempt. This will commonly include reachability criteria that
define the bounds of the manipulation workspace.
An example real debris pile decomposition task scene, captured with RGBD camera,
is depicted as visualized in offline simulation in Figure 5.10 left. With the pipe object
laying incident upon the others, though not prominent in height as might be naively
used to select amongst objects, the algorithm designates it as a candidate for removal
and grasp posesmay be planned for it using a geometric planner, as pictured in Figure
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5.10 right.
Figure 5.10: Left: Test debris pile scene as captured by RealSense RGBD cam-
era visualized in simulation, comprised of plastic tubing, wood section, and tool
crate. Right: Grasp poses generated on selected pipe object using a geometric grasp
planner.
Proprioceptive Datapoints
If a candidate grasp-vector extraction pair suggested by the algorithm fails, this
provides us with an additional proprioceptive datapoint that can be used to refine the
accuracy of the wrench stiction representation. An example of this is seen in Figure
5.11, where an extraction attempt along the red extraction vector for the inspected
object fails, so the red datapoint is entered in the dataset at the maximum wrench
magnitude that was exerted before the attempt aborted. The GPIS representation of
the wrench stiction surface may then be recalculated, accounting for this additional
datapoint, and a new extraction vector for the object selected. If sufficient extraction
vectors are sampled to cause the entire wrench stiction surface to lie at greater
magnitude than our system is capable of exerting, then the object is considered
immovable, and a new candidate object selected for extraction.
5.5 Summary
This chapter presented ameans of representing the forces restraining an object within
an unstructured pile as a wrench space stiction manifold, to enable a manipulation
platform to identify objects that are within its force capability to extract. It then
proposed a means of formulating this manifold within the probabilistic structure af-
forded by a Gaussian Process Implicit Surface, such as to capture uncertainty within
the parameters that define the shape and magnitude of the latent force structure
within the pile. Approaches for estimating the relevant parameters were investi-
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Figure 5.11: Wrench space stiction surface Gaussian Process Implicit Surface rep-
resentation with proprioceptive datapoint (in red) added after a failed extraction
attempt along the red extraction vector for a particular object.
gated, and then criteria suggested for selecting among the object-extraction vector
candidates predicted by the formulation to be within its capability.
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C h a p t e r 6
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
Reactive Discrete Operating Mode Selection
A novel formulation of the prototypical Multi-Armed Bandit theory has been pre-
sented, that adds the notion of an action preference and nominal action-value
measurements known a priori, and is termed the Obedient Multi-Armed Bandit
(OMAB) problem. A success metric for the problem, analogous to MAB regret,
was formulated and termed disappointment. Existing MAB policies were adapted
to the OMAB formulation and order of disappointment growth shown analytically
for the case of stationary cost distributions. Utility of the policy was demonstrated
within the applications of multi-modal surface mobility, and substrate excavation.
Empirical data from mobility experiments was then used in simulation to compare
the behavior of the policy against existing MAB policies in the cases of step-change
and slow drift non-stationary cost distributions.
The use of longer time-frame simulations proved crucial in investigating the strengths
and weaknesses of the proposed PIU policy, as compared to the adaptations of
existingMAB policies. One key demonstration of the shortcomings of the algorithm
was in the case of stationary cost distributions where the operator commanded
mode was non-optimal. The in-built tendency of PIU to optimistically re-sample
that mode, as the previously measured action-value decayed below zero, leads it
to accumulate disappointment at a higher rate than the stationary policies, given
their design causing them to prioritize pursuing the previously inferred optimum.
The shallow gradient at which disappointment is accumulated, however, may be
considered a worthy price to pay given the improved response produced by PIU in
the case of cost distributions shifting; as was the focus of the policy design.
The incremental update aspect of PIU, otherwise known as exponential smoothing,
allowed it to rapidly detect a step or drift change in mode efficiencies, as compared
to ε-greedy or UCB, whose response is delayed by the equal priority given across
all prior measurements for each action. This is particularly true in the case of the
commanded mode transitioning from off-nominal to nominal, given the λ bias term
causing more frequent re-sampling of that mode, the positive side to the trade-
off of the optimistic sampling that caused accumulation of disappointment in the
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off-nominal stationary case.
On the continuum between the purely reactive mode selection of PIU, and full
blown exteroceptive look-ahead planning, the logical progression was to afford the
policy some minimal signature from external sensing to motivate mode exploration,
and this was developed within the PIU-Exteroceptive Decay policy extension. As
demonstrated in the excavation example, this proved capable of detecting distinct
step changes in the visual features of the substrate, and re-sampling the commanded
mode accordingly. It may, however, struggle to identify less stark or drifting changes
in the visual signatures of the environment, as might be correlated with a drift
in underlying cost distributions. For that reason, it could be of use to compare
signatures over a range of time horizons in order to identify slow change, though
this would increase the computational and memory requirements of the algorithm,
which at present are minimal.
The PIU and PIU-ED policies will shortly undergo longer distance experimental
testing for the mobility application through utilization on impending field trials with
the full RoboSimian platform in Europa analog terrain, such as pictured in Figure
6.1.
Figure 6.1: RoboSimian wheel-on-leg platform deployed on Europa analog terrain
during field trial.
Future extensions of this work are expected to include learning mappings from
measured efficacy to discernible visual parameters to allow forward planning with
knowledge gained in situ during traversal. This will effectively further bridge the
gap between the purely reactive selection of the PIU policy, and look-ahead planning
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where full terrain classification at distance might be expected. Also of interest is
formulating a means to update the nominal cost measure for each action, c̄i, over
time so as to more accurately capture monotonic efficacy change caused by changes
in the system itself, a prime example being actuator or toolbit degradation.
Semantic Task Outcome Classification
In this chapter, a model to prescribe semantic meaning to task outcome modes
autonomously discovered in simulation was presented. Synthetically generated
datsets allowed an intructor instantiating the model for a given task to discover
symbolic failure modes, and assign corrective actions that an autonomous agent
should undertake if they are encountered. Two varieties of visual classifier were
presented to allow the agent to infer semantic meaning of a task outcome, and the
model applied to three representative manipulation tasks with simulated and real
datasets used for validation.
One key critique of this work might be that the tasks demonstrated may lend them-
selves well to employing pose recoverymethods on the objects in question, for which
a large variety of algorithm exist within the computer vision community. An au-
tonomous agent, suitably equipped with knowledge of these poses, could then apply
the same explicit geometric rules that were used to distinguish the failure modes in
simulation to determine a suitable corrective action. While this is particularly true
of the cuboid placement task, the power of this method is that it should transfer to
varieties of tasks where deep networks excel at classification, while concrete geo-
metric representations are difficult to attain. A prime example of this comes from
manipulation of deformable objects, such as the folding of cloth (as seen in simu-
lation in Figure 6.2), or transfer and placement of liquids. Future demonstration of
this method might be well served to illustrate applicability to such domains, where
traditional discrete geometric representations of a task space struggle.
In addition, as previously intimated, if a task execution has resulted in failure then
that may be taken as evidence that the prior information used to plan that attempt
was flawed. Adopting a distinct task outcome evaluation modality offers a means
of introspection for the agent, allowing it to identify failures or inaccuracies in its
modelling of the task. Future work might seek to leverage this knowledge to allow
an agent to update its assumptions of the environment in response to the failure
modes identified, to improve chances of the specified corrective action succeeding
in turn.
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Figure 6.2: Example of manipulation task with higher visual complexity, the folding
of a piece of cloth. The outcome modes of such a task could not easily be derived
from pure pose recovery methods due to the deformable nature of the manipuland.
Forceful Manipulation in Clutter
This chapter presented ameans of representing the forces restraining an object within
an unstructured pile as a wrench space stiction manifold, to enable a manipulation
platform to identify objects that are within its force capability to extract. It then
proposed a means of formulating this manifold within the probabilistic structure af-
forded by a Gaussian Process Implicit Surface, such as to capture uncertainty within
the parameters that define the shape and magnitude of the latent force structure
within the pile. Approaches for estimating the relevant parameters were investi-
gated, and then criteria suggested for selecting among the object-extraction vector
candidates predicted by the formulation to be within its capability.
While the underlying formulation appears capable of representing the uncertainty
inherent in exteroceptive sensing of previously unseen objects, its success in predict-
ing grasps can only be as good as the techniques employed to derive that information.
One of the key challenges of the problem uncovered by this investigation was that
of estimating the pose of inter-object contacts. The frequent presence of occlusions
blocking view of the regions of objects that impose an incident force upon others
made sole reliance on the object adjacencies furnished by the exteroceptive algo-
rithm limited in the range of configurations they could address. One potential means
of addressing this may be adoption of object completionmethods, such as presented
by Tulsiani et al. [134], where the geometry of an object may be extrapolated into
the occluded or otherwise unseen space through intelligent selection of mirroring
planes. This may also aid in the estimation of object volume, given the present use
of the convex hull of points from an object visible within a partial RGBD view is
inherently limited in its ability to capture the spatial bounds of the object.
The use of a Newtonian formulation of the restraining wrenches, employing up-
per bounds on value estimates where applicable, results in a highly conservative
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prediction of the forces necessary to extract each candidate object. The advantage
to this formulation was its relative ease of computation, the restraining manifold
simply being the sum of force constraints imposed by all incident objects, though
it inevitably results in some objects being bound that may in fact be viable. A
strategy to address this, and a suitable avenue for future work, would be to replace
the upper bound Newtonian formulation with Lagrangian mechanics and applying
the principal of virtual work; though this may require dynamic programming in
order to be implemented in generality within software.
While the formulation presents how to incorporate data points furnished by propri-
oceptive probing, there are many other ways information gained through extraction
attempts could be leveraged. In the instance that there are multiple similarly shaped
and/or colored objects within the workspace, task execution on one may be used
to infer mass or friction properties of the others, for example. This could also be
incorporated with in-hand proprioceptive inference, such as presented by Burkhardt
et al. [24], such that once an object is extracted, its inertial properties are resolved,
so as to improve knowledge of similar objects within the structure.
One complication of relying on fallible exteroceptive processing algorithms, is that
the singulation of object candidates within the force structure may be flawed. The
probabilistic nature of the formulation may allow easy extension to incorporate a
representation of the belief that a given inter-object contact, or edge in the directed
wrench graph, may in fact described a rigid connection between two bodies. Sim-
ilarly, objects that are assumed to be granular components of the structure may, in
fact, be comprised of multiple distinct items. A means of representing confidence
for or against such a condition might be more challenging to parameterize, how-
ever, could perhaps be affected by expanding the level of exteroceptive sensing to
include tracking of objects while force is applied to them. Relative motion between
presumed connected components of an object might then be used to perceive their
distinction.
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A p p e n d i x A
CALCULATIONS
A.1 Actuator Power Consumption Estimation
Energy consumption of the SURROGATE platform during the excavation experi-
ments utilized a 7 DOF arm constructed of RoboSimian actuators, and a 3 joint
CamHand to actuate the multi-tool. The CamHand supplies live current and voltage
measurements across all three actuators, so power consumption can be calculated
directly.
TheElmomotor controllers usedwithin theRoboSimian actuators only synchronously
report winding current, and bus voltage, which, being from different segments of the
power electronics, may not be used to produce an instantaneous measure of power
consumed at the actuator level. Knowledge of the winding constants of the motor,
however, can be used to produce an estimate of the winding voltage as a function of
rotation rate, starting from Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law as seen in Equation A.1.
Rw = Winding resistance (Ohms)
Ke = Back EMF constant (Voltage · second / rad )
ω = Rotation rate (rad / second)
Vw = IwRw + ωKe , (A.1a)
P = IwVw . (A.1b)
The back EMF constant can be ascertained by virtue of being numerically identical
to the torque constant of the motor as can be shown through conservation of energy
where
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Kt = Torque constant (Newton · meters / Amps)
Pinelec = P
out
mech + Plosses , (A.2a)
Pinelec = I
2
wRw + IwωKe , (A.2b)
Pinmech = Tω = IwωKt , (A.2c)
Plosses = I2wRw , (A.2d)
=⇒ I2wRw + IwωKe = IwωKt + I2wRw , (A.2e)
=⇒ Ke = Kt . (A.2f)
For example, the measured torque constant for the 200V winding RoboSimian
actuators is given as 0.402 Nm/A, meaning the back EMF constant for the motor is
0.402 Vs/rad. Combined with a measured winding resistance of 3.9Ω, this produces
a power estimate of:
Pelec = 3.9I2w + 0.402ωIw . (A.3)
The accuracy of the power consumption estimate for the actuators was assessed
through comparison to the net power draw of the entire RoboSimian platform,
as logged by the power supply, with “hotel” costs from computers and ancillary
electronics subtracted. Figure A.1 shows a plot of this comparison.
A.2 Wrench Reactive End Effector Deflection
Compliance of the end effector trajectory during a controlled motion is specified per
axis for translation and rotation. For ease of operator use, the wrench upon which
the compliance acts is defined in an "End effector Centric, Robot Aligned" (ecra)
frame.
Deflection is calculated from the change inwrench experienced by thewrist mounted
force torque sensor over the course of the motion; this is achieved by taring the
wrench against that measured upon the controller being engaged. Exponential
smoothing is used to filter the force torque wrench measurements and produce a
damped deflection response, with smoothing factor α = 0.01 in the 250Hz control
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Figure A.1: Comparison of sum of individual actuator power consumption estimates
with log of net power supplied to entire system, with hotel costs subtracted.
loop, where W f iltf t is then used to calculate instantaneous deflection.
W taref t = W
inst
f t −W
init
f t (A.4a)
W f iltf t = (1 − α)W
f ilt
f t + αW
tare
f t (A.4b)
The adjoint of the homogeneous transform between two frames allows conversion
of the dual space of wrenches between those frames, as given by Equation A.7 [98],
which brings the wrench measured at the force torque sensor into the end effector
frame, within which we must operate within payload limits of the fitted tool, as
given by Equation A.8.
g =
[
R p̄
0 1
]
, (A.5)
Adg =
[
R p̂R
0 R
]
, (A.6)
Wa = AdTa2bWb , (A.7)
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Wee = AdTee2 f tW f t . (A.8)
The hybrid frame of EE position with robot orientation (if robot is assumed aligned
with gravity this becomes the End effector Centric, Gravity Aligned (ECGA) frame),
is defined with the label hyb:
Adhyb2ee =
[
Rrobot2ee 0
0 Rrobot2ee
]
, (A.9)
Whyb = AdThyb2eeWee . (A.10)
The operator may then specify compliance parameters as scalars along the diagonal
of the compliance matrix:
Chyb := diag(c fx, c fy, c fz, cτx, cτy, cτz ) . (A.11)
The deflected end effector goal pose tracked towards by a linearly interpolating
position controller is then given by Equation A.15:
T de f lhyb = ChybWhyb , (A.12)
T de f lee = Adee2hybT
del f
hyb , (A.13)
Gee2eedef l = e
T̂def lee , (A.14)
Grobot2eedef l = Grobot2eeGee2eedef l . (A.15)
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A.3 End Effector Static Wrench Subtraction
A force torque sensor mounted within the wrist of a robot will be subject to the mass
of the end effector assembly, impacting both static and dynamic measurements from
the sensor.
When undertaking slow motions, such as excavation behaviors with a digging im-
plement, static subtraction of the mass of the end effector (being distal to the FT
sensor measurement) is sufficient to estimate the wrench experienced at the tooltip.
Parameters that may be used to determine the influence of the end effector on the
force torque sensor reading may typically be comprised of:
Wrawf t = Raw wrench as measured by force torque sensor
W eeecga = Wrench exerted by static EE in “EE Centric, Gravity Aligned frame”
m = Mass of end effector (kg)
d = Distance of end effector (EE) center of mass from force torque sensor (m)
g = Gravity (m/s2)
An example wrench for subtraction might be a simple point mass, measured as the
total mass of the end effector, and positioned at its empirically or CAD sourced
center of mass:
W eeecga B

0
0
mg
 (A.16)
In the case that center of mass of end effector is offset along Z axis of the force-torque
frame by a distance d:
g f t2ecga B
[
I dk̂
0 1
]
. (A.17)
The net wrench exerted upon the force torque center without the influence of the
end effector mass is therefore:
Wnetf t = W
raw
f t − Ad
T
g−1
f t2ecga
W eeecga . (A.18)
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A p p e n d i x B
SEMANTIC MODEL INFERENCE ON REAL DEPTH IMAGES
B.1 Placement in Clutter
Below are displayed real images of outcome scenes for the task of placing a condi-
ment bottle into container in the presence of clutter, drawn from the YCB dataset.
Mode labels are presented in the order: [‘failure1’ ‘failure2’ ‘success’]
Cropped RGB Image Cropped Depth Map
Inferred mode
True mode
Result
0.0898 0.2557 0.654
0 0 1
correct
0.8911 0.0594 0.0493
1 0 0
correct
0.0204 0.2033 0.7761
0 0 1
correct
0.21498 0.3158 0.4691
0 1 0
wrong
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0.9891 0.0051 0.0057
0 1 0
wrong
0.1438 0.2962 0.5599
0 0 1
correct
0.2539 0.2266 0.5194
0 0 1
correct
0.7475 0.1453 0.1071
0 1 0
wrong
0.0093 0.8155 0.1750
1 0 0
wrong
0.0892 0.2678 0.6428
0 0 1
correct
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0.0106 0.8622 0.1270
0 1 0
correct
0.5562 0.3207 0.1229
1 0 0
correct
0.2182 0.2929 0.4888
0 0 1
correct
0.2328 0.2894 0.4777
0 0 1
correct
4.2366 9.9520 4.3671
0 0 1
wrong
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B.2 Stacking of Cuboids
Below are displayed real images of outcome scenes for the task of stacking cuboid
objects from the YCB dataset, where the model displayed bias towards failure mode
2. Mode labels are presented in the order: [‘failure1’ ‘failure2’ ‘success’]
Cropped RGB Image Cropped Depth Map
Inferred mode
True mode
Result
0.01847 0.9803 0.0011
0 0 1
wrong
2.83e-04 9.99e-01 8.01e-06
1 0 0
wrong
7.46e-19 1.00e+00 0.00e+00
0 1 0
correct
0.0792 0.5989 0.3218
0 0 1
wrong
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0.1228 0.1670 0.7101
0 0 1
correct
0.07027 0.6534 0.2762
1 0 0
wrong
1.22e-02 9.96e-01 9.70e-04
1 0 0
wrong
2.57e-02 9.73e-01 8.31e-04
1 0 0
wrong
2.09-e03 9.96e-01 9.70e-04
0 0 1
wrong
6.24e-03 9.93e-01 3.82e-06
1 0 0
wrong
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5.4e-12 1.0e+00 1.2e-26
0 1 0
correct
1.71e-03 9.98e-01 8.91e-06
1 0 0
wrong
9.81e-08 9.99e-01 7.97e-32
0 1 0
correct
0.0388 0.9580 0.0030
0 0 1
wrong
1.06e-05 9.99e-01 8.50e-10
0 1 0
correct
